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Editor’s Note
I

n 1975, Kodak did something extraordinary. It invented the
digital camera. The world’s biggest photo company then did
something very ordinary, and completely ignored the potential
of this invention. By 2012, the company which had once employed
145,000 people worldwide had its last Kodak moment and filed for
bankruptcy.
That same year, the digital photo startup Instagram and its 13
employees were bought by Facebook for $1 billion.
Those winds of change that Kodak chose to ignore – and which
the two young Stanford grads who founded Instagram could see
clearly – are turning into a gale today. The futurist Ray Kurzweil
says we have experienced as much technological progress in the
first 14 years of this century as we did in the entire previous century.
We will do it again in the next seven years.
For people working in the entertainment industry the changes
are obvious, as analog increasingly becomes archaic and digital
dominates. In this issue we explore these changes. Our cover story
on page 36 discusses how live concerts hope to use new technology
to reverse declining attendance.
On page 34 we look at airports and the use of beacon technology
to fix the not-so-friendly skies. And elsewhere in the magazine we
continue to highlight the world’s most fabulous installations and
latest game-changing products.
Thank you once again for joining us on this journey of discovery.
Craig Brett
Editor
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NEWS

AWARDS

ELATION’S
EMOTION
DIGITAL
LIGHT
INNOVATION AWARD AT CUE SHOW

E

lation Professional’s EMOTION
moving head digital light won
an award for innovation in the
video category at the CUE Show
in Rotterdam, The Netherlands.
Held biennially, the CUE Show is
the premier event for entertainment
technology in The Netherlands.
“We are extremely pleased that
the EMOTION won an award for
innovation as it has truly opened
up digital lighting to a whole new
audience,”
commented
Marc
Librecht, Sales and Marketing
Manager for Elation Professional
in Europe. “The goal was to make
a digital lighting product that was
accessible to a greater number of
users and EMOTION has done that.
It’s both easy to use and priced
to open up new doors so we are
proud to be able to say that the
next generation of digital lighting is
here.”

EARNS

that can easily be manipulated
from a DMX lighting console. Unlike
past digital lighting products, it
utilizes only 32 DMX channels (54 in
extended mode) so users can easily
operate and integrate fixtures with
their lighting system. Plus, with the
ability to remotely upload custom
content into the unit – custom logos,
gobo patterns, animations and
movies - the creative possibilities
are huge.

Elation announced last summer that
it had collaborated with High End
Systems, the pioneers in digital
lighting, on the new digital lighting
product. The EMOTION is a plug
and play DMX moving light just like
a traditional moving light yet houses
an on-board media server with
royalty-free digital art and videos

MEYER SOUND WINS NAMM
LEOPARD SOUND SYSTEM

“Digital lights of the past were
always so expensive that they were
only specified in small numbers and
that limited their creative potential,”
Marc stated. “EMOTION opens up
the possibility of using a collage of
fixtures to make one large format
projection.” Up to 64 EMOTION
units for example can seamlessly
map into one large image, making
more ambitious scenic projections
and displays a possibility.

TEC

AWARD

FOR

I

ndustry professionals have voted Meyer Sound’s
LEOPARD™ linear sound reinforcement system
as the winner of the NAMM TEC Award for Sound
Reinforcement Loudspeakers. Presented in Anaheim,
Calif. in conjunction with the 2016 NAMM Show, this
is the sixth industry accolade for LEOPARD since its
debut in 2015, and the 11th TEC Award win for Meyer
Sound.
“LEOPARD had already received a number of other
awards, but this one is particularly significant because
the TEC Awards’ open voting means that LEOPARD’s
exceptional quality is widely recognized throughout
the pro audio and music communities,” says Antonio
Zacarias, Meyer Sound’s vice president of worldwide
sales. “We’re thrilled that the LEOPARD team’s
dedication has earned such overwhelming industry
approval.”
Other industry recognitions for LEOPARD include a
Commercial Integrator BEST Award, Sound & Video
Contractor Innovative Product Award, ProSoundWeb
Readers’ Choice Award, Worship Facilities New
Products Award, and Pro Audio Group Best of Show
Award at InfoComm 2015.
The newest and smallest member of Meyer Sound's
growing LEO® Family, the patent-pending LEOPARD
boasts tremendous power-to-size ratio with ultra-low
distortion. Each LEOPARD loudspeaker is optimized for
an array of six cabinets or longer, with default lowmid array compensation for utmost simplicity out of the
box.
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LEOPARD’s larger sibling, the LYON™ linear sound
reinforcement system, was the recipient of a TEC
Award in 2015.
TEC Awards voting is open to prominent professional
audio and music industry organizations, journals, and
websites, including the Producers & Engineers W ing
of the Recording Academy, select NAMM members,
the NAMM TEC community, the Game Audio Network
Guild (G.A.N.G.), Broadjam.com, the Motion Picture
Sound Editors (MPSE), Mix, Pro Audio Review, Pro
Sound News, Electronic Musician, and Sound & Video
Contractor.
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RAZER SETS A RECORD AT CES TECHNOLOGY
SHOW WITH 6TH CONSECUTIVE AWARD

R

azer, a world leader in connected devices and
software for gamers, said its Razer Blade Stealth
won the “Best of CES – Best PC“ award, making it the
sixth year in a row the company has won an award at
CES and setting a record for consecutive wins at the
49-year-old tradeshow.
Engadget, the official awards partner at the 2016
Consumer Electronics Show, selected the Razer Blade
Stealth as the winner for the “Best PC” product at the
show. The device also won “People’s Choice” by way of
an open public vote. Razer’s past “Best of CES” honors
included “People’s Voice” in 2011 and 2012; “Best of
Show,” “Best Gaming” and “People’s Voice” in 2013;
“Best PC” and “People’s Choice” in 2014; and “Best
Gaming” and “People’s Choice” in 2015.
Other publications lauded the Razer Blade Stealth
and Razer Core during CES 2016. Editorial staff from
Mashable, Reviewed.com, Tom’s Hardware, W indows

Central, PCMag, Notebooks.com, TechnoBuffalo and
SlashGear distinguished the Ultrabook above the
more than 20,000 other products showcased at the
international technology expo. Readers from TechRadar
additionally voted the Blade Stealth a “People’s Choice”
winner, while Ubergizmo selected the Razer Core its
“Best of CES” winner.
The Razer Blade Stealth is 0.52 inches thin, weighs 2.75
pounds and is a certified Ultrabook with a sleek CNC
aluminum design, 2 USB 3.0 ports, a Thunderbolt™ 3
(USB-C), and HDMI output. A touch-enabled QHD or
4K screen is powered by an Intel® Core™ i7 dual-core
processor. The system’s individual RGB backlit keys
offer 16.8 million customizable color options powered
by Razer Chroma, a first for laptops of any type.
“The Razer Blade Stealth is the ultimate Ultrabook with
maximum performance and amazing portability,” says
Min-Liang Tan, Razer co-founder and CEO.

WSDG-WALTERS-STORYK WINS NAMM TEC DESIGN
AWARD FOR THE CHURCH STUDIO

T

he 2016 NAMM TEC Studio Design Project Award
was presented to WSDG-Walters-Storyk Design
Group for The Church Studio in London. Designed
for Grammy & Academy Award-winning producer Paul
Epworth, The Church has already hosted sessions
for such major artists as U2 and Adele, who shot her
“When We Were Young” video there. Built within a
160-year-old cathedral, The Church Studios represent
the epitome of ultra-modern elegance.
“We were privileged to have the opportunity to work on
a studio with the historical significance of The Church,”
architect/acoustician John Storyk remarked. “And to
have collaborated with Paul Epworth and the Miloco
Builds team, led by Pete Hofmann. This TEC Award
represents a project that benefitted from a tremendous
joint effort."
“The Church marks WSDG’s first footprint in London.
Paul was very intrigued by our innovative Jungle City
monitor configuration, and we customized an extremely
effective system for him. He also worked closely with
WSDG partner Beth Walters on a vastly programmable
LED lighting system. Installed in the totally white Studio
2 Control Room and Studio 3 Writers Room, it provides
infinite mood enhancing color options; it’s a huge
aesthetic boon to creativity,” Storyk adds.
Following the design and construction stage, WSDG
partners Dirk Noy and (Grammy-winner) Renato

Left to Right: Dirk Noy, Paul Epworth, John Storyk, Pete Hofmann,
Beth Walters

Cipriano flew to London from Basil, Switzerland and
Belo Horizonte, Brazil respectively, to perform final
measurements, confirm acoustic accuracy and finetune the new rooms.
Commenting on the renovation, Paul Epworth enthused,
“I was very impressed with Jungle City’s monitoring,
and I wanted to be the first to build a WSDG room
in London for our international artists, producers and
engineer clients. Bringing WSDG in to design two of
our rooms was the first step, and the collaboration with
Miloco has been an incredibly successful team effort,”
he said.

CRESTON WINS COMPANY OF THE YEAR FOR HOME AUTOMATION
AT HOMES MAGAZINE

Crestron Asia Ltd said it was named “Company of the Year 2015” for Home Automation and Home Control
Solutions by HOMES magazine. “It’s truly an honour to be recognized by such a highly acclaimed publication,”
said Kanny Leong, Co-Founder & Executive Director, Crestron Asia Ltd.
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The 27th International Communications and Information Technology
Exhibition & Conference

www.CommunicAsia.com

Register now at

31 MAY - 3 JUNE 2016

www.CommunicAsia.com/
pre-registration

BASEMENT 2, LEVEL 1 AND 3
MARINA BAY SANDS, SINGAPORE

Entry to the
exhibition is FREE!

CONNECTING THE FUTURE NOW
Key Trending Technologies in 2016…

Converged
Connected Services

Borderless
Broadband

Security &
Cyber-Security

Disruptive
Innovations in IoT

SatComm

Visit www.CommunicAsia.com/key-trending-technologies to learn more.

Hear how IoT, Big Data & Cyber-security bring a Smart City together, and the business
opportunities it creates. Intriguing presentations will be held at IoT Theatre @ Level 3.

Gathering top executives and disruptive content innovators such as iFlix, HOOQ, MyRepublic,

Celcom Axiata, Indosat Ooredoo, Telenor and Telstra.

Hear new media opportunities, and dynamic content strategies to maximise and monetise the most out from your business!
Visit www.CommunicAsia.com/conference-highlights to find out more.

Meet with international exhibitors across the entire ICT value chain

Visit website for a comprehensive list of exhibitors.

#CommunicAsia2016

Organised by:

Worldwide Associate:

A Part of:

Hosted by:

Incorporating:

Endorsed by:

Held concurrently with:

Supported by:

Held in:
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ALLEN & HEATH EXPANDS PRODUCT MANAGEMENT
TEAM IN UK

Scott Mason

Ian Thomas

A

llen & Heath has recently expanded the Product
Management team based in its UK head office with
the appointment of Scott Mason as Pro Digital Sector
Specialist, and Ian Thomas as Install Sector Specialist.
Scott has over 30 years of experience in sound
engineering, system design, technical training and pro
audio sales. Prior to relocating to the UK, Scott held
several posts in APAC, including business development
and support at Nexo and Yamaha, and dealer and
consultant for Martin Audio and XTA Electronics. Scott’s
previous achievements include the technical direction
of the Olympic Games in China. Scott will supervise
and promote A&H’s pro digital offerings, with a focus

on the GLD and dLive product ranges.
Ian has a solid background in AV installation system
engineering and project management, and for the past
8 years has been working for UK-based international
system integrator, LSI Projects. His experience in
system design, tender proposals, system testing and
commissioning will be key in supporting integrators
and consultants and promoting the A&H products and
solutions into the fixed install market.
Both will be joining an established team of Product
Specialists and Support Specialists who look after the
diverse Allen & Heath portfolio.

LYNTEC NAMES MARTIN DORNFELD
SALES MANAGER FOR THE US

NATIONAL

customers to ensure the best possible power distribution and control
solution for any installation.
"As a result of the rapid growth the company experienced in the past
year — with its move into a new and larger facility and the promotion of
Dan Nguyen to vice president of engineering — it was essential to have
a dedicated sales manager to help us maintain and expand operations in
2016 and beyond," said Mark Bishop, president of LynTec. "In his long
career, Martin has amassed invaluable expertise in electrical systems for
the markets we serve and has earned the respect of many in the AVL
design community. His experience and relationships will be a real asset
in our continual effort to anticipate and answer customers' power-related
challenges."

L

ynTec, a leading manufacturer
of innovative electrical power
control solutions for professional
audio, video, and lighting systems,
has announced that Martin Dornfeld
has joined the company as its new
national sales manager. In this
position, Dornfeld will work directly
with new and existing LynTec
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Dornfeld brings 30 years of systems development and implementation,
project management, technical sales, training, and customer service to
his role at LynTec. Immediately before joining LynTec, Dornfeld spent more
than 11 years at AC power-conditioning manufacturer, SurgeX, rising to
the head of the commercial sales organization during his tenure. While
at SurgeX, Dornfeld focused on the electrical requirements and issues
related to the pro audio, security, education, government, and military
marketplaces and worked closely with engineers on product development.
Beyond his experience at SurgeX, Dornfeld has diverse business experience
and proven success at companies ranging from small entrepreneurial
businesses to global pharmaceutical enterprises.

The 21st International Digital Multimedia & Entertainment Technology
Exhibition & Conference

www.Broadcast-Asia.com

31 May - 3 June 2016

Level 4 & 5, Marina Bay Sands, Singapore

INTEGRATING TECHNOLOGIES, EXPERIENCING CONTENT
BroadcastAsia2016 is Asia’s must-attend
international event for the pro-audio, film
and broadcasting industries! Find out
Register at
what’s hot in the industry – Cloud / IP
www.Broadcast-Asia.com/
Broadcasting, Digital Media Asset
Management, OTT, TV Everywhere,
pre-registration
Wireless Live Production and many
to visit the exhibition.
others. Hear from award-winning / wellknown directors and experts at the Post I
Production Hub and meet up with industry
peers at this networking platform.

T

BROADCAS

BroadcastAsia2016 International Conference is designed to provide key
broadcast stakeholders with proficient and cost effective approaches into
emerging trends in convergence of broadcast and IP-based technologies
and their implications on TVE business. Hear from experts who will share
collaborating strategies and exchange views that will further shape the
broadcasting industry.

Meet over 600 leading global brand owners and solution providers…

and many others

Contact Information

To attend the Conference:
cheryl@sesallworld.com

To visit the Exhibition:
col@sesallworld.com

Organised by:

Worldwide Associate:

Held concurrently with:

A Part of:

Hosted by:

Endorsed by:

#BroadcastAsia2016

CommunicAsia & EnterpriseIT
incorporate:

Supported by:

Held in:
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ETC APPOINTS DARREN
BECKLEY TO OVERSEE
MIDDLE EAST

TRIPLEPLAY APPOINTS
SHANELLE STOKES AS
GENERAL MANAGER
FOR AUSTRALASIA

T

E

TC has appointed Darren Beckley as its new
regional manager for the Middle East. Based in
London, he will work with ETC’s distributors, dealers
and integrators in the United Arab Emirates, Saudi
Arabia, Qatar, Oman, Kuwait, Bahrain and Iraq.

She will be based in North Sydney, New South Wales.

The son of a theatre manager, Beckley spent much
of his childhood in the theatre, which sparked a
lifelong passion for the entertainment industry.
After completing his studies, he did a vocational
apprenticeship in mechanics and engineering, where
he gained valuable fabrication and engineering skills.

“We’ve worked with Shanelle for a number of years
as an integrator and technology partner and have
always been impressed with her level of knowledge,
her commitment and passion for our brand and
solutions,” said Tripleplay CEO Steve Rickless.

In 2002, he joined the rental team at UK-based Stage
Electrics, where he worked on equipment and show
preparation. Soon he became a customer service
representative in the Sales department, handling
national accounts. Over the next seven years, he
continued to progress through the ranks at Stage
Electrics, and was promoted to the position of sales
manager for installation projects in 2010. In that
position, he led a team responsible for designing
and selling integrated lighting, audio, video and
stage engineering systems in the UK, Europe, Africa
and the Middle East. In 2012, he established the
Dubai branch of Stage Electrics, adding the title of
general manager for the Middle East to his sales
management responsibilities.

COMMUNITY
APPOINTS
JAMIE WARD TO HEAD
INTERNATIONAL
SALES
FOR EUROPE, MIDEAST
AND AFRICA

Some of the biggest projects he oversaw at Stage
Electrics include the Guildhall School of Music
and Drama in London; the soon-to-open Shukwait
Theatre in Kuwait City; Bait Al Barakah Music Hall in
Oman; Mid Kent College in Kent, England; and the
upcoming Royal Guard of Oman Music Hall.
“Darren joins Southwest Europe Regional Sales
Manager Daniele Peroni and Southeast Europe
Regional Sales Manager Davide Gabbani in
supporting the vast sales territory in Southern
Europe, which for many years was covered by our
friend and colleague, Fulvio Cotogni, who passed
away unexpectedly in 2015.
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ripleplay named Shanelle Stokes as general
manager of its Australasian business following
extensive experience of both the AV and technology
industries at divisions of LG, Sony and Sharp as
well as for Tripleplay Authorised Resellers, Pro AV
Solutions (Australia) and Viewpoint AV (UK).
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C

ommunity Professional
Loudspeakers
has
appointed
Jamie
Ward
as
International
Sales
Manager, EMEA (Europe,
Middle East, Africa).
Mr. Ward has extensive
sales
and
business
management
experience
in the pro audio industry.
His previous roles have
included Regional Sales
Manager with Allen &
Heath, Sales Director UK
with Stanton Group and
Senior
Sales
Manager,
HPRO EMEA Central, with
Harman International.

NEWS

PEOPLE
"I‘m really excited to be joining Community at such
an important time in the company’s growth and
development internationally,” said Ward. “W ith such a
strong product offering specifically focused across the
commercial and engineered installed sound verticals,
there is a huge amount of potential to offer customers
the right solutions and support they need.”

Ward continued, “With a lot of manufacturing still on site
in the US, everyone at Community is very knowledgeable
about our products, what we are trying to achieve and the
business we are in. It’s an increasingly unique position to
hold in the market. I look forward to working with such a
committed team backed by deep heritage, leading class
design and a clear vision of the direction forward."

FAMED LIGHTING DESIGNER KEN BILLINGTON
DISCUSSES HIS START ON BROADWAY
idea of the free, personal creation of
a lighting design.
Much more simply, "the complex
paperwork
meets
the
show
production
demands,
and
the
need for efficiency imposed by
the
enormous
investments
in
the Broadway theatre industry. It
discourages any entirely improvised
creative process. This work however
does not interfere with the emotional
processes of designing and creating
the various lighting environments
in the show. If it is necessary to
make changes to improve the show
or respond more accurately to the
director's vision, all the paperwork
is immediately adjusted.”

T

he internationally famous lighting designer Ken Billington held a workshop
on show lighting, called Lights-Up, in Italy in December, entertaining an
audience of designers, directors, and industry professionals with tales from
his career on Broadway.
Born in 1946, Bilington provided an extraordinary first-hand account of how
lighting has changed over the years. After becoming interested in lighting
design at nine years old he started working with a high school theatre group
and began attending courses organized by the Lester Polakov Studio and
Form of Stage Design.
He also regularly attended Manhattan theatres, where he got his first big
break.
"I sat and carefully watched load in and technical rehearsals and all that
was happening, even for whole days, until one day I turned to the person
I had followed most carefully and asked her if I could work for her. I was
nineteen years old with no qualifications, but the legendary, innovative
lighting designer Tharon Musser took me on to work with her.”
The musical A Chorus Line, which Tharon Musser lit, was the first production
on Broadway to use a computerized console.
“Tharon Musser put me to work at the American Shakespeare Festival in
Stratford, Connecticut, and I later became her assistant on Broadway for
several years until she prompted me to go it on my own."
Ken Billington started his solo professional career at 22 years old, doing
work ranging from theatre, opera and television productions to architectural
lighting and theme parks, and won several accolades and awards. However
Billington's claim to fame is the 96 Broadway productions he has lit, including
Sweeney Todd, and Chicago, the longest-running American musical in
history.
The 1972 musical Don't Bother Be, I Can't Cope was the first Broadway
production Billington supervised personally. His explanation of his methods
and the way he reads technical drawings seemed almost at odds with the
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When he started working on
Broadway, everything was processed
and checked manually. Over the
years, Ken Billington has not only
welcomed the growing electronic
revolution in the field of equipment,
but has personally, impatiently
promoted the development and
spread of new lighting technology
on Broadway thanks to active
cooperation with manufacturers.
Last November, Ken Billington was
elected to the Theater Hall of Fame
on Broadway.
In addition to Ken Billington's
workshop, guests were able to
see a demo of Clay Paky's most
interesting innovations. They visited
the still growing Biblioteca della
Luce (Library of Light) and went on
a guided tour of the MoMS (Museum
of Modern Show-lighting), which
recently opened in the company.
Through interactive rooms devoted
to specific themes, the museum
retraces the most significant steps
the moving light industry has taken
since the middle of last century to
the present day.
Lights-Up is one of a series of
workshops designed by Clay Paky
to share exemplary stories and
successful case histories here in
Italy and throughout the world.

NEWS

UPCOMING SHOWS PEOPLE

APRIL 5 - 8:
PROLIGHT AND
FRANKFURT

SOUND

2016

IN

Prolight and Sound Frankfurt will be held in April to
bring together over 900 exhibitors in event technology
and more than 40,000 visitors. Attendees inlcude venue
operators, planning companies, retailers, sound experts,
lighting designers, stage designers, studio engineers,
event-service providers and exhibition companies.
Several awards are presented at the fair, including the
Opus – German Stage Award, Sinus – System Integration
Award und the PIPA Award. This year’s show will
inlcude exhibitors such as Meyer Sound, Allen & Heath,
Panasonic and Lightconverse, which will be presenting a
3D software platform that helps visualize and assemble
different technologies during the planning of a show.

APRIL 13 - 15:
INFOCOMM CHINA 2016

Over 23,400 audiovisual professionals and vertical
market technology managers will be in Beijing from April
13 to 15 to discuss the Internet of Audiovisual Things
at InfoComm China 2016, Asia’s largest pro-AV and
information communications technology gathering. For
its 11th installment, InfoComm China will attract 277
exhibitors from 40 countries and regions.

APRIL 22 - 26:
LED EXPO THAILAND

LED Expo Thailand 2016, ASEAN's largest international
exhibition for LED lighting products and technology,
returns for its 4 th edition on April 22-26. The show will
coincide with Thailand Energy Saving Week 2016 and

PCB Expo Thailand 2016, which focuses on printed
circuit boards and electronic assemblies. These
combined events will draw over 30,000 visitors from
more than 63 countries.

MAY 24 - 27:
KOREA INTERNATIONAL
BROADCAST AUDIO & LIGHTING
EQUIPMENT SHOW IN SEOUL

The KOBA show highlights South Korea’s image, sound
and lighting industry at the COEX exhibition centre in
Seoul and will gather 932 companies from 32 countries,
including 189 domestic manufacturers.

MAY 26 - 28:
PALM EXPO 2016 IN INDIA

The PALM Expo 2016 takes place at the Bombay
Convention Centre in Mumbai on May 26-28, featuring
exhibitors and products from industries including stage,
sound and light; audiovisual installations and music
production. About 25,000 visitors will visit India’s only
show for these industries, and view 5,000 products and
500 brands from around the world, including Bosch,
Sennheiser and Yamaha.

AUGUST 11 - 13:
PALMM 2016

PALMM – the trade expo for pro-audio and video,
lighting, music and movies in the Philippines – will hold
its 16th annual event on Aug 13 this year at the SMX
Convention Center in Manila. With over 14,000 visitors
attending last year, PALMM is the country’s only expo for
media and entertainment technology.

MAY 31 – JUNE 3:
COMMUNICASIA2016,
ENTEPRISEIT2016 AND
BROADCASTASIA2016 IN
SINGAPORE

CommunicAsia2016,
EntepriseIT2016
and
BroadcastAsia2016 will bring together global leaders
and new players to discuss the technology and
innovations that are digitally transforming businesses
and cities around Asia. Held at the Marina Bay Sands,
representatives from 1,840 companies will address
tech trends including the Internet of Things, smart
technologies, cybersecurity, big data analytics, mobility,
and TVEverywhere among others.

Apr-Jun 2016
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BROADSIGN JOINS WITH VIADIRECT TO PROVIDE
WAYFINDING SOLUTIONS

B

roadSign International, LLC,
the number one global provider
of digital signage software, has
partnered with ViaDirect to provide
customers with premium wayfinding
solutions.
ViaDirect was the first vendor to
bring 3D wayfinding to the DOOH
market and is a worldwide leader
with distributors in 22 countries.
Features include the ability to
display intuitive multi-floor paths
and a customizable user interface.
Millions of visitors rely on ViaDirect
for quick and intuitive navigation
in malls, hospitals, airports, train
stations and corporate towers.
“Our partnership with BroadSign
fits within ViaDirect’s vision to
connect and digitize public places
so people on-the-go can find their
way while enjoying an immersive
digital experience. The demand for
such an integration is proof of the
growing need for powerful DOOH
wayfinding solutions, which we are
excited to deliver with BroadSign,”
said Jérôme Hérard, Managing
Director at ViaDirect.

Both established companies with smart and agile software, BroadSign
and ViaDirect have already implemented their integration in the field.
ViaDirect’s client list includes Immochan, Hammerson, Carrefour Property
and Klepierre (partly owned by Simon Property Group) in retail, AP-HP in
healthcare and Bologna Guglielmo Marconi Airport in Italy.
“BroadSign has engaged in several partnerships over the past few years
to provide our customers with the best products and services external
to our portfolio,” said Skip Beloff, Vice President of Sales at BroadSign.
“After careful research of wayfinding options, we determined that ViaDirect
best fits with our automated and scalable approach to digital out-of-home
content management.”

HK AUDIO REVAMPS BRAND
SOUNDMAKERS CAMPAIGN

IDENTITY

WITH

G

erman sound reinforcement firm HK Audio is
undertaking a complete global overhaul of its
visual and brand identity with the introduction of its
new marketing campaign: the Soundmakers.
Launched at the 2016 W inter NAMM Show in Anaheim,
California, the Soundmakers campaign is the result of
two years of work, preparation and planning by HK
Audio’s marketing team in collaboration with a number
of external agencies from across Europe.
Focusing on the Soundmaker – the person who is
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fascinated by the energy of sound from any perspective
– the campaign brings clean, fresh visuals to the entire
HK Audio output, from websites and social media
channels through to traditional print advertising and
even products themselves.
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ELATION SELLS LEDS, LUMINAIRES TO GERMAN
RENTAL COMPANY HELI
installations, show implementation
at festivals and works in industrial
exhibitions and TV.
Elation Professional Europe’s Sales
& Marketing Manager, Marc Librecht,
commented on the purchase: “I’ve
known Uwe for a long time and have
admired HELi’s impressive growth
over the last few years. We are
very pleased that another top rental
company has chosen to offer their
customers the benefits of Elation
products and see this as another
step forward for us in the European
market. We are happy to have HELi
on board as a new Elation rental
partner and look forward to working
with them in the future.”

G

erman rental company HELi Showequipment GmbH of Mainz has
recently made a purchase of Elation Professional ACL Series™
narrow-beam LED effect lights. HELI Showequipment has acquired 150 of
Elation’s new ACL 360i™ single-beam moving effects as well as a supply
of Elation’s ACL 360 Bar™ color-changing bar luminaires with continuous
rotation.
“Elation is an excellent company and the ACL 360i and the ACL 360
Bar fixtures are reflective of that,” stated Uwe Heinrich, CEO at HELi
Showequipment, which also stocks Elation’s Pixel Bar™ luminaires in its
inventory. “The accuracy and precision of the ACL fixtures is great and the
price to performance ratio is very favorable. The fixtures are an excellent
addition to our dry hire stock and will be used on TV shows, tours and
especially music festivals.” HELi Showequipment operates primarily as a dry
hire company for video, lighting and rigging but also undertakes complete

The ACL 360i, brand new to the
market, is the latest and smallest
luminaire in Elation’s ACL Series. It
is a powerful single-beam moving
effect luminaire with the intensity
of a tight ACL beam and is useful
for quick-moving beam looks,
pinspotting, or large motion effects
when used in larger configurations. It
is exceptionally fast with continuous
360° pan and tilt movement and
includes frost lens options for color
washing applications. The ACL 360
Bar is a versatile moving head with
continuous 360° rotation useful for
dynamic movement effects or can
be used as a pixel bar for displaying
imagery or as a wash luminaire for
floodlighting surfaces and stages.
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NEC OPENS NEW CYBER-SECURITY CENTRE IN
SINGAPORE
In 2014, NEC established its first Cyber Security Factory
in Japan as a specialized unit dedicated to countering
cyber threats and attacks. It has provided customers
in the country with a wide range of services, including
round-the-clock professional surveillance of networks
and websites, forensic service for investigating malware
sources and information leakage, and team-based
hands-on training for security professionals.
The new Cyber Security Factory in Singapore will
collaborate with NEC’s Security Operations Centres
located in strategic parts of the world including Japan,
with an aim to provide an inter-connected network to
share intelligence on cyber threats and deliver 24/7
security to customers.

N

EC Corporation opened a Cyber Security Factory
in Singapore as the latest addition to its global
portfolio of security operation centres.

NEC is already working with the Singapore government
to strengthen the country’s preparedness in combating
the latest cyber threats. In particular, NEC and the
Singapore Economic Development Board (EDB)
launched the Strategic Attachment and Training
(STRAT) Programme to groom the next generation of
homegrown IT cyber security experts.

EPSON
PROJECTORS
TO
INCLUDE
NOTEBOOK EDUCATION SOFTWARE

SMART

E

pson, the leading projector
manufacturer,
and
SMART
Technologies Inc., a global provider
of collaboration solutions, have
announced an agreement where
SMART
Notebook
collaborative
learning software will be included
with Epson interactive projectors for
education models worldwide.
“Educators are seeking the best
hardware and software solutions
to help them teach effectively,
and to drive student engagement
and
learning
outcomes,”
said
Keith
Kratzberg,
Senior
Vice
President, Epson America, Inc.
“This partnership speaks directly
to the needs of teachers to create
engaging,
impactful
and
fun
lessons, as well as to respond to
the needs of learners in real-time.
By bringing together these leading
interactive classroom technologies,
we are providing the tools to meet
those needs.”
Building upon the already established
software relationship between the
two companies that has enabled
Epson to sell SMART Notebook
software along with its interactive
projectors in certain global markets
since 2013, the new agreement
allows Epson to bundle SMART
Notebook software, including a
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SMART Notebook Advantage subscription during the first year, with Epson
interactive projectors as a standard offering on a worldwide basis.
The SMART Notebook Advantage subscription lets customers upgrade to
new versions of Notebook software in that first year, as well as access
technical support and unlock premium features within Notebook.
This combination allows educators around the world to use the numberone selling interactive projector with collaborative learning software to
create visually compelling, engaging and interactive learning experiences.
Epson’s complete interactive projector line is tested and fully authorized by
SMART for use with SMART Notebook software, and SMART Notebook fully
supports Epson interactive features such as dual pen and finger-touch.
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PMC SPEAKERS TEAMS UP WITH RSPE TO DEMO
PRODUCTS AT LOS ANGELES BOUTIQUE

P

MC Speakers has partnered
with RSPE Audio Solutions to
bring a brand new demo experience
to professional audio clients on the
West Coast of the USA.

focus on our larger reference monitors that require highly specialised demo
facilities. These include the new IB1S-AIII 'activated' reference monitor
and the recently introduced QB1-A Active Reference Monitor, which has
already been installed in a number of key facilities including Capitol Studios
in Los Angeles and the University of Westminster in London."

The two companies have established
the PMC Flagship Boutique at
RSPE's premises in Universal City,
Los Angeles, so that customers can
compare different speaker models
in a range of acoustic environments.
The Boutique features RSPE's
ASC AttackWall systems, which
offers the ideal setting to audition
professional monitors with optimum
imaging and acoustic neutrality.
"This new facility is an extension
of the PMC factory, allowing us
to deliver unparalleled levels of
service, plus all the benefits of
dealing directly with a manufacturer,
to our burgeoning West Coast
customer base," says PMC USA's
President of Sales and Marketing,
Maurice Patist. "RSPE will primarily

ROBERT JULIAT APPOINTS NEW DISTRIBUTORS
FOR CANADA AND ITALY

R

obert Juliat has announced that ACT
CANADA is the new exclusive distributor
of its products in Canada, while RM Multimedia
will be handling distribution for Italy.
The Canadian agreement follows the conclusion
of a successful relationship with MDG, which
has chosen to focus on developing its own
brand. RM Multimedia will distribute the full
range of Robert Juliat lighting equipment and
concentrate on promoting the brand in all
regions of the Italian market.
“We have worked with ACT Lighting in the USA
for the past year and have been exceedingly
happy with the relationship that has formed
between our companies in this region,” says
Robert Juliat CEO, Francois Juliat. “It is a
logical transition for ACT CANADA to take on
our distribution in Canada following MDG’s
decision to cease all distribution of other
brands. ACT Lighting has offices in Toronto as
well as Los Angeles and New York and we are
confident the new arrangements in Canada
will prove as successful as those in the USA.”
RM Multimedia has invested in a stock of
Robert Juliat profiles and followspots in
readiness for the commencement of its new
role.
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SOUND SPACE DESIGN ANNE MINORS TEAM UP TO
FORM SOUND SPACE VISION

A

ward-winning acoustics and theatre consultants
Sound Space Design and Anne Minors Performance
Consultants have combined to form Sound Space
Vision. The move formalises their long-standing working
relationship and will continue to build on their success in
performance, education and assembly spaces, as well
as broadening their reach within the built environment.
Sound Space Vision enhances the rapport between
performers and audiences, combining excellent spatial
and technical design by AMPC with superb acoustics
from SSD. Popular with audiences and operators, their
performance environments are held in high esteem by
artists. The creative, dynamic team includes specialists
in acoustics, lighting, sound, stage engineering and
audio-visual design to provide a complete acoustics
and theatre consultancy service that touches all the
senses.
Anne Minors Performance Consultants was founded in
1996, and Bob Essert established Sound Space Design
in 2002. Together the companies have delivered over
100 performing arts spaces.
AMPC were performance consultants for The Royal
Opera House redevelopment, Barbican Theatre BITE
Festival, W igmore Hall, Roundhouse, BT Centre and
Godolphin and Latymer School in London. Zorlu Cultural
Centre, Istanbul and Palace of Peace Opera House in
Astana, Kazakhstan. Theatres include Hull Truck, The
Egg, Bath Theatre Royal, E15 Acting School, Princess
Royal Performing Arts Centre and New Theatre Royal,
Portsmouth.
SSD were design acousticians on La Maison
Symphonique in Montreal, Toronto Four Seasons Opera
House, Dallas W inspear Opera House, Lyric Theatre
Belfast and Xiqu Centre for Chinese Opera in Hong
Kong as well as numerous school music and theatre
buildings.
AMPC and SSD have collaborated on a string of projects
including Koerner Hall at the Royal Conservatory of
Music and Trinity St Paul’s Church for Tafelmusik in

Anne Minors

Bob Essert

Toronto; Zorlu Cultural Centre, Istanbul; Palace of
Peace Opera House, Astana; Annette Strauss Square,
Dallas; King Edward’s School, Birmingham; Garsington
Opera Pavilion; Attenborough Centre for Creative
Arts, University of Sussex; Menuhin Hall, Surrey;
Royal Academy of Arts; Institute of Engineering and
Technology; Friends House in London and St Peter’s
Ancoats for the Halle in Manchester.
Founders Anne Minors and Bob Essert have each been
designing and delivering world class performing arts
spaces for over 30 years across five continents. Anne
worked on the auditorium designs for Glyndebourne
Opera House, Los Angeles Walt Disney Concert Hall,
Singapore Esplanade Concert Hall, Vancouver Chan
Centre and Cerritos Centre for the Performing Arts
while Head of Design at Theatre Projects between
1984 and 1995. Bob was at Artec New York for 16
years where he was Director of Acoustics and Deputy
Chairman, followed by 5 years at Arup Acoustics as
Associate Director and leader of concert halls. Past
projects include: Lucerne Culture and Congress
Centre, Singapore Esplanade, Birmingham CBSO
Centre, Vancouver Chan Centre, Florida Kravis Center,
Sage Gateshead, Hackney Empire Theatre renovation,
Glasgow City Halls redevelopment, Belfast Sonic Arts
Centre and Dublin Helix.

WAVELENGTH INVESTS IN ELATION TO EXPAND
INTO LIGHTING

W

avelength Stageco Ltd (WSL) in Redditch,
England, is a full service rental company near
Birmingham with an expansion program that continues
to see the company moving into the dry hire realm of
the entertainment technology industry in 2016. As an
important piece in that strategy, WSL has invested in
Elation Professional lighting products over the past
few months, a list that includes Elation SixPar 200™
LED PAR lights, Colour Chorus 48™ LED battens and
Opti Quad Par LED color changers, as well as Platinum
Beam 5R™, Platinum Spot 15R Pro™ and Platinum
Wash ZFX™ moving heads.
“The quality of the Elation product is extremely good,”
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stated WSL Managing Director Glen Brazil on why he
turns to Elation lighting. “We’ve been buying Elation for
the last four years, originally with Platinum 5R Beams
and now with some of the newer product, and I’m
glad that we have. It’s been first class. The quality of
the products, especially some of the recent products
like the SixPars and Colour Chorus fixtures, has been
phenomenal. The support has been very good and
our Elation rep Alan Rayner has been excellent. We
wouldn’t go anywhere else.”
The purchase includes two of Elation’s newer and most
popular LED fixtures, SixPar 200™ LED PAR lights and
Colour Chorus 48™ LED battens. The SixPar’s house a
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Elation’s Alan Rayner (left) with WSL’s Glen Brazil

high-power 6-color LED multi-chip, including a UV LED,
and can be used as a wash light, uplight, wall wash,
truss warmer and more. The Colour Chorus 48 is an
LED batten wash light with 192x 3W RGBA LEDs useful
for floodlighting surfaces in even dynamic washes of
colored light and is perfect for linear effects.

“The SixPar 200’s are excellent Par lights, are quite
powerful and the UV is great,” Glen commented.
“And as we’ve been building higher wall sets, up to
5-6 meters tall, we needed a stronger fixture than we
already had in stock in order to reach to the top and the
Colour Chorus 48 can do that.”

TRIPLEPLAY
OPENS TECHNICAL
CENTER
FLORIDA TO TEST SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS

IN

T

ripleplay has opened a technical and support center in Orlando, Florida,
as a base for support staff, installation engineers, testing and pre-build
of its software solutions.
Alongside the opening of its new technical centre, Tripleplay has also
employed a number of additional support and technical engineers in both
the US and across the globe. Tripleplay Executive VP for North America,
Paul Harris said: “We have been privileged to be selected by a number
of major organizations here in the US, and; we are working with several
of Florida’s highest profiles sports venues and a large number of global
corporate and banking businesses in New York and along the east coast.
“Our investment in this new location and in the expansion of our team is
part of our commitment to ensuring we provide the service our clients
expect and deserve. We are proud of what we have achieved here in the
US and look forward to building our presence westwards in the coming
years.”
In the past 18 months, Tripleplay has opened new office locations in the
US, Singapore, Sydney and Germany, its clients include Daytona Raceway,
Baxter Arena, The SSE Arena Belfast, W imbledon Tennis, EY, Group M,
Manchester City FC and Stade de France.
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FEEDBACK ADDS SOLID STATE LIVE CONSOLE,
DEBUTS AT SHREK – THE MUSICAL

G

erman live production and
rental
company
Feedback
Show Systems has added a Solid
State Logic L500 Plus live console
to its audio inventory.
Feedback Show Systems is one
of Germany’s leading production
and rental companies, offering a
full range of production services to
high-end musicals, touring shows,
and corporate events.
Feedback’s first project with the
L500 at FOH was the touring
version of Shrek – The Musical.
The show involved more than 20
Dancers, a large band, and over
130 different scenes. Feedback
Managing Director Bernd Schmit
said: “Switching to the L500 was
straightforward
and
fast.
The
console met all of the very complex
functional requirements of the
show, and the sonic improvement
was obvious to everybody.

“We produce encompassing, visceral experiences for our audiences, and
the L500 is the perfect instrument for that. We are certain the SSL Live
system will be an extremely important asset for Feedback’s Theatre and
Concert applications into the future.”

QMS MEDIA CHOOSES BROADSIGN TO POWER ITS
ADVERTISING NETWORK IN THE ASIA PACIFIC
“We selected BroadSign upon a
competitive comparison of digital
signage software providers,” said
Steve Bovey, General Manager
Operations at QMS Media. “Our
clients are eager to use dynamic
content in customized campaigns
based on a range of conditions and
BroadSign delivers the ability and
flexibility to do just that.”
QMS Media runs a purely ad-based
network, with six to eight slots per
loop depending on the display’s
location and format, ranging from
2 square meters indoor to over
15 square meters in large format
outdoor environments. Customers
include Vodafone, Peugeot, Calvin
Klein and McDonald’s.

Q

MS Media Limited, a leading outdoor media company in the Asia Pacific
region, will power its advertising network with the DOOH platform from
BroadSign International.
The conversion of QMS Media’s 28 large format digital displays in Australia
has already taken place, while the installation of small format displays in
Bali’s Ngurah Rai International Airport is underway. A project across rail,
ferry and bus station terminals owned by Auckland Transport is in planning
and development.
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“QMS Media is a rapidly growing
leader in Australia’s out-of-home
advertising industry, and can rely on
the BroadSign platform to ensure
its network efficiently scales in size
and satisfies the high performance
expectations of advertisers,” said
Skip Beloff, Vice President of Sales
at BroadSign. “We are excited to
support such a partner in its APAC
based initiatives.”
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POWERSOFT INKS DISTRIBUTION AGREEMENT WITH
IONTECH IN THE PHILIPPINES

P

owersoft has appointed Iontech Inc. as its newest
authorized distributor in the Philippines, joining a
line-up of brands that includes LG, Chief Mounts, Dalite,
Kramer, Atlona, RGB, Apart Audio, Sennheiser, and EAW.
In business since 1997, Iontech has expanded into
infrastructure products (data center and networking
products), security (surveillance, analytics, access
control), AV (LFD, projectors, signal management) and
now Pro Audio.
Iontech Vice President Alexander Dee first came across
Powersoft during his visit to Prolight + Sound Frankfurt
this year.

“As our company expands into the Pro Audio segment,
especially in the touring and installation scenes,
we needed a strong partner who can deliver quality
products that can contribute to the overall success of
our projects,” he said.
“Our expectations is for Powersoft to fill a gap for high
quality amplifiers not just for the loudspeaker brands
we distribute, but also as a fundamental building
block for brands carried by other distributors in the
Philippines. We also expect that through the help of the
Sound School, we can educate the Philippine market
on how audio should be designed and executed,” he
continued.

SYMETRIX SIGNS DISTRIBUTION PACT IN INDIA

D

igital signal processing
specialist Symetrix is
expanding its presence in
India with the appointment of
Miyakawa Drives & Controls
Pvt Ltd as sub-distributor
for
the
Maharashtra
region, working under main
distributor AWAN India Pvt
Ltd.
Home to more than 110
million people – including
18 million in the capital city
of Mumbai – Maharashtra
is
India’s
third-largest
state. Established in 1999,
Miyakawa Drives & Controls
is one of India’s most indemand distributors and
importers
of
pro-audio
products
and
control
technology.
Alongside
Symetrix, its distribution
portfolio includes Belden,
Neutrik,
Community
Professional,
Powersoft,

Tannoy and Lab.gruppen, among other internationally respected brands.
“The company has a long history of working alongside high-end brands, so we are
sure that they will do a brilliant job with Symetrix,” says AWAN managing director
Prasad E.S. “I expect the SymNet Radius and Edge units to strike a chord with
customers in this region. Miyakawa Drives & Controls also has a great track-record
of working closely with systems integrators and building strong relationships with
them – and that will obviously be an asset to Symetrix as well.”

PRIMESIGHT ADOPTS BROADSIGN SOFTWARE FOR
DIGITAL DISPLAYS

P

rimesight, one of the United
Kingdom's
largest
suppliers
of OOH solutions, is converting
its portfolio of digital displays to
the BroadSign International, LLC
software platform.
Primesight has already converted
its full large format digital estate to
BroadSign and will soon complete

the transition with its small format
screens located in cinemas and
subway.

accountable play out reporting,” said
Paul Daniels, Operations Director at
Primesight.

“BroadSign has provided an effective
solution to our key requirements
for digital transmission and display,
which include an integration with
our inventory management system,
full flexibility for scheduling and

Primesight’s
purely
ad-based
network is composed of traditional
and digital out-of-home formats, with
the latter enabling advertisers to buy
a percentage of time in any clock
hour dependent on their needs.
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CANADA’S BIGGEST
CASINO DRAWS
WINNING HAND WITH
NEW CONSTELLATION
SOUND SYSTEM
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Canada’s largest casino, the Casino de Montreal, recently
closed for a complete renovation and upon reopening
now features a Constellation acoustic system from Meyer
Sound. The new system allows the 616-capacity Cabaret
du Casino to host a variety of events, from evening
dinner shows and rock-style musicals to boxing matches,
corporate parties and the upcoming World Series of
Poker.
“Constellation has been an excellent investment because
it brings an unparalleled entertainment experience to our
guests and clients,” says Sylvain Tremblay, administrator
for the Cabaret. “The effect is truly incredible, as one
feels fully immersed in the sonic environment created by
the various programs. This gives us a strong competitive
advantage relative to other event spaces in Montreal.”
All audio, video, lighting, and theatrical automation
systems for the Cabaret were designed and specified
by Montreal-based Trizart Alliance consultants under the
direction of Luc Gélinas.
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“When we were told how the Cabaret wanted to expand
its range of shows and other events, we immediately
recommended Constellation,” says Gélinas. “It allows the
operators to change the acoustics for the show about to
happen, and it works quickly and efficiently. Wherever you
are seated in the space, Constellation fully involves you in
the emotion of the performance.”
The system centers around three dedicated processing
frames of the D-Mitri® digital audio platform, which host
the patented VRAS™ acoustical algorithms. Ambient
acoustics are captured by 44 miniature microphones and
early reflections and reverberation are delivered by 143
Stella-4 and eight Stella-4C installation loudspeakers,
67 UPM-1XP and 27 UP-4XP loudspeakers, and 16 MM10XP subwoofers.
Direct sound reinforcement is supplied by a Meyer Sound
system of 20 M’elodie® line array loudspeakers and eight
700-HP subwoofers, with drive and optimization by a
Galileo® Callisto™ loudspeaker management system
with two Galileo Callisto 616 array processors. Four
MJF-212A, six UM-1P, and six UM-100P stage monitors
provide artist foldback, and two CQ-1 loudspeakers
provide stage side fill.
The Meyer Sound systems were supplied and installed
by Montreal-based Solotech with technical direction by
Mario St. Onge and project management by Jacques
Rousseau and Stéphane Cassasus.
The Cabaret also features two DiGiCo SD10 digital
consoles and an OPTOCORE digital audio network for
linking with the D-Mitri frames, and 44 LED ceiling domes
for lighting and video projection.
Programming for the Cabaret is managed by Groupe
Bazz, Inc. First opened in 1993, Casino de Montreal is
Canada’s largest casino.
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AUDIENCES SEEING
SPORTS IN A NEW
LIGHT AS STADIUMS
ADOPT LEDS
30
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Television coverage of sports has come a long
way from a few bleak floodlights and a single
standalone camera. Today, audiences at home
expect to see a great play over and over again,
in high definition, from several angles and in slow
motion.
This requires a much faster video speed of 300
frames a second from 70 frames not so long ago,
which in turn depends on a natural light that’s not
plagued by flickering.
LEDs appear to be the answer. The new home
stadium for the Minnesota Vikings is paving the
way in the National Football League with an LED
system that will light the game from 16 different
directions, like you would in a studio, while
adjusting colours according to the amount of
sunlight reaching the field.
“Minnesota really is going to be the first one
to really take advantage of this technology in a
large-scale environment like this,” said Ephesus
Lighting Chief Technology Officer Joe Casper at
the website for US Bank Stadium. “They’ve done
it in smaller venues, but not an NFL stadium,
especially a brand new stadium like this. We
just released this technology we’re putting in
Minnesota this year, so it’s the most-advanced
technology you can get on the market.”
The LEDs are being installed along the upper
interior ring of the stadium using a computergenerated model and simulator to increase
visibility and prevent glare, for players and fans
alike.
“We are excited about this state-of-the-art
lighting system because of the impact it will
have on the fans inside U.S. Bank Stadium and
those watching on broadcast television,” Vikings
Owner/President Mark Wilf said. “The versatility
and responsiveness of the lighting will positively
impact all events at U.S. Bank Stadium, including
Super Bowl LII.”
Casper said football games are best viewed with
a medium colour temperature of lighting, while
basketball games need a warmer colour (yellowish
white to red), and hockey games are better off
with a cooler (bluish white) light.
The LEDs bring benefits at halftime as well. In
most host venues, the performance must end to
allow about 15 minutes for metal halides to reach
full brightness. There’s no waiting the LED system.
“We lit the Super Bowl this past year at Phoenix,
and it gave 12 extra minutes for the halftime show
because of the instant-on, instant-off capability,”
Casper said.
Casper also along with an estimated energy
savings of more than 75 percent, the uniforms
and turf are going to look better.
“That’s going to add not only to the fans in but
also for the broadcasting,” Casper said. “We built
this for broadcasting, so we’ve spent a lot of time
with all of the networks to make this system for
the ease of broadcasting. It will be the best-lit
broadcasting stadium on the market.”
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CALIFORNIAN CHURCH
ILLUMINATES SERVICES
WITH NEW LIGHTING

Sandals, a three-campus church in California’s Inland
Empire, recently overhauled its 2,000 capacity main
auditorium with lighting system that includes a collection
of Rogue fixtures from CHAUVET Professional.
“The Rogue fixtures give the church the flexibility to create
a variety of different looks and do different things that
engage people in new ways, not just at worship services,
but also at youth events and concerts,” said Duke DeJong
Vice President of Systems Integration at CCI Solutions,
which installed the fixtures. “Dynamic lighting has been
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a big part of the Sandals worship experience for years,
and Chauvet’s Rogue spot, wash, and beam fixtures fit
the bill perfectly.”
For Project Lead Mark Pearson and the CCI Solutions
team, the installation of the Rogues was part of yearplus project. “We have been working with Sandals Church
and Isaiah Franco, the technical director for years,” said
Pearson. “In the summer of 2014 the church began plans
for a new Sanctuary, and CCI Solutions was selected as
the AVL partner for the project.”
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CCI installed a total of 28 Rogue moving fixtures at the
church: eight R2 Washes, twelve R2 Spots and eight R2
Beams. While the fixtures will move around on a regular
basis, at the time of opening a group of four R2 Washes
are flown on truss in front of the stage and used to
engage worshippers. A pair of the R2 Beams are on the
upstage deck and used for aerial effects, and six spots
are positioned on drum and band risers to provide back
lighting. The remainder of the Rogues are on overhead
vertical and upstage horizontal truss to hit the stage with
light from varying angles.
“The church needed fixtures that would add punch to the
large auditorium, plus have the speed and agility to be
able to handle a wide variety of needs and programming
– which is exactly what we were able to provide with
the Rogue,” said Pearson. “The speed and flexibility of
the wash and spot fixtures, not to mention their overall
brightness, made them ideal choices to create a dynamic
lighting rig for performances at the church. We added the
beam fixtures for extra visual impact –and to allow the
church to do more fun things to engage people.”
By giving Sandals new ways to connect to contemporary
worshippers, the moving Rogue fixtures helped the church
advance its “getting real” mission. The new fixtures also
delivered another very real benefit by helping the church
control costs. “CCI Solutions knows that every church
has to be mindful of budget,” says DeJong. “This is why
we’re very careful in what we spec. We not only want
fixtures that do all these cool things, we need them to be
affordable too, which is why the Chauvet Rogue fixtures
were perfect for Sandals Church.”
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PREPARE FOR
TAKE-OFF
NEW TECHNOLOGY IS GOING
TO CHANGE THE WAY WE FLY
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Remove your shoes, take off your belt, hand over your valuables and raise
your hands. No, you’re not being robbed. It’s just another day at the airport,
where the once-simple process of catching a plane has become a blizzard
of inconvenience and confusion that inevitably leads to delays, cancellations
and too many drinks at the airport bar.
This may be about to change. Companies are rolling out new technology that
can whisk you seamlessly from check-in to the boarding gate, and they may
even be on the brink of solving one of nature’s greatest puzzles: preventing
luggage on a flight from Vancouver to New York somehow ending up in South
Korea.
Welcome to a world made easier by beacons. Beacons are short-range
location devices that chirp information to your phone or wearables, letting you
know where you are and what’s happening around you. Beacon technology
is a fundamental component of the Internet of Things, the rapidly expanding
ecosystem of devices embedded in everyday items from toasters to trains.
Many of these beacons are being installed in airports. From just 9% of airlines
employing them now, it’s estimated almost half will be using beacons in three
years.
Chinese airlines in particular are investing heavily in IoT, according to Ilya
Gutlin, president for Asia Pacific for the multinational IT company SITA, citing
a 2015 Airline IT Trend Survey that showed 83 per cent of Chinese airlines are
allocating budget for IoT, well above the world average of 37 per cent.
“IoT is set to revolutionize the air transport industry globally,” Gutlin says.
“We’ll see far more objects which have the capacity to generate data and the
intelligence to use it … including buildings, equipment, bags, trolleys, tugs –
basically all the ‘things’ that could emit a status.”
As with any benefits there are tradeoffs. To receive information from the
networked devices in the airport, you will need to be networked yourself.
And this means letting businesses know who and where you are, which could
trigger privacy concerns as well as a flood of advertising to your devices.
So you may find yourself in a taxi on the way home, happy to be on schedule
and with all your bags in tow. But don’t be surprised if your phone chirps to
tell you that a nearby store has a discount on that craft beer you tried in the
airport lounge.
The price for leaving the airport on time might be that the airport never
leaves you. Welcome to a brave new world.
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Digital technology
killed vinyl records.
Are live performances next?
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P

eople have been enjoying live performances since
the first cave dwellers told stories around a campfire
40,000 years ago. From there, we’ve progressed
from raucous amphitheatres in ancient Greece and
mournful elegies in medieval stone churches to today,
where massive stadiums shake to more decibels than an
F-18 taking off from an aircraft carrier.

Live Nation, which with StubHub sells half of all tickets,
said it sold 1 million fewer tickets in its last reporting
year of 2014. Smaller venues are shying away from live
acts too, with schools, community theatres, restaurants
and churches increasingly swapping live music for digital
recordings.

And yet, while live performances have evolved at a dizzying
pace, audience growth hasn’t. Attendance at live music
and sporting events is falling.

Even the purists who attend the opera are feeling the
transition away from live performances, with opera houses
across the US closing down – including Opera Cleveland,
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Opera Pacific, San Antonio Opera and
the New York City Opera – as the cost
of orchestras fails to keep up with
audience enthusiasm.
Is live entertainment following vinyl
records and real books into the
sunset, unable to compete with digital
technology that provides more quality
at a lower cost?
Perhaps not. A story you read on a
Kindle is the same story you read in a
paper book, with the only differences
being price and some functionality
at the fringes like word search and
portability. A concert, however, is
a unique experience influenced by
dozens of unpredictable variables
from audience involvement and
sharing excitement with friends to the
mood of the performers on the stage.
Entertainers are hoping the raw energy
of live acts together with some sizzling
new technology will prove irresistible
to their fans.
New tech like holograms.
Five years after his death, Michael
Jackson appeared on stage at
the Billboard Music Awards, his
holographic image performing next
to a live band and 16 dancers. A
virtual Tupac Shakur performed at
the Coachella Valley Music and Arts
Festival with Snoop Dogg and Dr. Dre.
This year, the company that created the
virtual Tupac, Hologram USA, will be
taking a virtual Jackie Wilson on tour
around the US. In Singapore, a very
realistic hologram concert featuring
Korean popstars will be a regular
feature at Resorts World Sentosa.
And how about a hologram you can
actually touch? The Digital Nature
Group in Japan is combining lasers,
mirrors and cameras to produce
holograms that feel a bit like static
electricity.
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Holograms are just one example of
how live performers are exploiting
technology to stay relevant. Here are
some more:
• London
company
XOX
has
developed
a
wristband
that
tracks audience emotions in real
time by evaluating the electrical
characteristics of a wearer’s skin,
allowing performers to instantly
assess how their fans are reacting.
• Imogen Heap uses a pair of high-tech
gloves that allow her to manipulate
her voice and acoustic instruments
during a live performance.
• Smart earbuds made by San
Francisco’s
Doppler
Labs
let
users customize live music via a
smartphone app, enabling them to
adjust the volume and EQ.
• Nada, a wearable smart ticket
combining a cashless payment
method and paperless tickets,
captures real-world behaviour of
concert-goers, helping organizers
to improve their experiences.
• The Basslet, a wristband developed
in Germany, lets listeners take the
live gig experience anywhere by
connecting their music players and
making them “feel the bass and
depth of music through their body.”
• Jukely is a Spotify for live gigs where
you pay $25 a month to attend as
many concerts as you like from the
roster the company offers.
• Artists like U2 are using applications
like Meerkat and Periscope to
broadcast their concerts to fans at
home.
• Apps like Stageit allow audience
members send extra cash to the
artist that’s performing, while
Huzza allows fortipping or buying of
merchandise.
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DJ AFROJACK
TOURS
FOUR CITIES
IN INDIA
WITH
POWERSOFT
K20S
DJ icon ‘Afrojack’ rocked the house with
a four-city tour in Pune, Mumbai, Delhi
and Kolkata. The string of concerts were
organized by Percept Live under the
“Sunburn Arena” banner, and attracted
over 15,000 attendees in each city.
Sound reinforcement and design for the
Pune and Kolkata gigs were handled by
Udaiy Shah, founder of SoundEffects.
Com, who chose to deploy their trusted
Sound Capital Pro Audio systems for the
event.
“Our engineers designed the system for
both the concerts and aligned it according
to the respective venues,” said Udaiy.
The Front of House was powered by 20
units of Sound Capital Pro Audio SC3000
three-way line arrays driven by QSC’s PLD
4.5 amplifiers, alongside 20 units of SC8000 dual 18” subwoofers powered by five
Powersoft K20s.
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Ensuring that sound is equally distributed
throughout the venue were eight SC5000
front fills.
For stage monitor, six SC9000LX twoway line arrays were deployed, as well
as two KS dual 18” subwoofers powered
by the reliant Powersoft K20. Four further
M-1000 were assigned as floor monitors to
constitute the whole package.
“The Powersoft K20 was specially chosen
for its efficiency. Only five amplifiers were
used to power the entire rack of the
SC8000 Subs. This added to the ease
of operation, monitoring and transport,”
Udaiy said.
“What’s most impressive about the
Powersoft K20 is its tone and the steady
power that it delivers continuously. The
K20 stood still throughout the event with
enough headroom complimenting the
SC8000 subs.”
The concert was further supported
by an Avid SC48 console at FOH and
a Yamaha TF5 for the Monitor Mix,
specifically deployed for singer Faisal who
accompanied Afrojack for a live set.
For his performance, Faisal utilised a
selection of Shure ULX-D Handheld
microphone, the Sennheiser G-3 in-ears,
along with the M-1000 Wedge Monitors.
The whole system was processed using
the Lab.gruppen Lake LM44 and LM26
series.
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AIDA COMES TO BEIJING WITH
ITALIAN DESIGNERS AND
ALPHA PROFILE 1500S

The National Centre for the Performing Arts in Beijing has
staged Aida with the lighting designer Vinicio Cheli and
a whole group of Italian professionals known worldwide:
stage designer Ezio Frigerio, director Francesco Micheli,
costume designer Francia Squarciapino, and Sergio
Metalli, who dealt with the video projections. Cheli was
asked to design the lighting for Verdi’s opera.
Frigerio dramatically increased the size of the sets. “The
tomb of Radamès was 59 feet high (18 metres),” said
Cheli, and the set was submerged with sand: during the
Napoleonic campaign, half of the monumental ruins we
know today in Egypt were still covered with sand.
Cheli relied on Clay Paky’s refined colour system
to reconstruct the subdued daytime and night-time
atmospheres evoked by the pictures in the 19th-century
text ‘Napoleon in Egypt’.
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Using the set designer’s sketches, Cheli set out identifying
the “points where the light should arrive from, choosing
the fixtures to use, and finding some technical solutions”
in order to light the various scenes that take place during
the story of Aida and her love for Radamès. “You go
from outdoors - the first act takes place on the banks
of the Nile - to the gardens of an Egyptian Palace. Then
the scene moves on, with a skilful change without any
interruption in the music, to Radamès’ triumphal march
(Act II, scene 2). Radamès returns victorious after being
chosen by Isis as commander of the army that fought
against Amonasro.”
The great scenic movements, which went well beyond the
normal depth of the stage (130 feet [40 metres] of overall
stage space), were dynamically lit with the slow silence

required in a theatre using about sixty lights, including
Alpha Profile 1500s and Alpha Wash 1500s. “The
triumphal march was absolutely huge: a ship dragged by
slaves, which entered from the back of the stage and rose
up majestically.”
It was possible to light the movements of the ship and
slaves smoothly and illuminate the scene changes with
great precision thanks to the reliability of the lights and
with patient effective programming work, which also
included appliances installed on moving towers specially
designed so that they could assume several positions. For
example, as Cheli pointed out, “the river in the Nile scene
was a projected video. It was therefore necessary to
position the lights very carefully just outside the projected
video image in order not to ruin the stage lighting results.”
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ALLEN & HEATH INSTALL
DIGITAL MIXING SYSTEM AT
SOUTH KOREA’S INHA UNIVERSITY
Allen & Heath’s iDR-8 DSP rack mixers and a GLD-112
digital mixing system have been installed in a new building
constructed at Inha University in Incheon, South Korea.
Founded in 1954, the university is renowned for its
engineering programmes, and marked its 60th anniversary
with the construction of a memorial building, which will be
completed in early 2016 at an investment cost of nearly
$38 million dollars. The new building has a total of 16
floors containing auditoriums, lecture rooms, laboratory
rooms and offices.
A GLD-112 with AR2412 remote IO rack is installed in
the main ground floor auditorium, which will host various
conferences, presentations and live performances.
“The University does not have a dedicated sound engineer
for the auditorium, so we needed to install a console that
was simple to configure and easy to use for different users
managing a variety of events. GLD was selected because
of its simple preset configuration and scene selection
menu,” says Gyeongeon Kim from systems integration
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company, Daeyoung Media Technology, who managed
the AV installation at Inha.
A total of 12 iDR-8 matrix mixers with 12 PL-6 remote
controllers are installed to manage audio distribution in
the building’s 10 lecture theatres and 2 of the laboratory
rooms.
Every lecture room is fitted with hi-tech equipment,
including a smart podium to enable touch pen notes to
be displayed on a wall-mounted screen, and multimedia
materials to be used effectively through the podium’s
built-in PC. Other sound requirements comprise PC stereo
audio, a CD player, and wired/wireless microphones. iDR
systems were selected to control all the audio signals in
the room.
“Allen & Heath’s iDR product range allows the user to
easily manage an integrated audio mixing system. The
iDR-8 rack can be installed out of sight, while the PL-6
fader panel provides easy access to key controls,”
explains Gyeongeon Kim.
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ELATION, ADJ LIGHTING
FEATURES IN NEW
ALVIN AND THE CHIPMUNKS FILM

An all-LED lighting system from Elation Professional and
ADJ lighting features in the new 20th Century Fox movie
“Alvin and the Chipmunks: The Road Chip,” which had
its release over the recent Christmas holiday. Gold Room
nightclub in Atlanta, which houses a large Elation and
ADJ rig, played host to a key scene in the movie in which
character Ashley Grey (Bella Thorne) and The Chipmunks
perform their original song “Home.” The movie is the
fourth in the popular film series.
Lighting programmer Jared Greenstein designed the looks
for the performance with help from gaffer Dan Cornwall.
“The club is open Thursday through Saturday which gave
us only Sunday to prep so for that particular scene we
had very limited planning process because of how the
workflow was,” Jared stated. “We chose Gold Room
because it was shoot-ready and the location played well
for what was described in the script. The rig there was
very capable of creating the looks we needed and we
didn’t have to add a lot of fixtures.”
In 2014, Gold Room received a major lighting renovation
that included Elation Rayzor Q7™ LED moving heads and
Platinum Spot LED II moving heads, as well as Elation
Flex Pixel Tape™ along the walls of the club. ADJ gear
includes Pixel Tube 360™, Inno Beam LED™ and Inno
Color Beam™ fixtures. Elation dealer Atlanta Sound &
Lighting was the lighting vendor on the install.

“The scene was a performance piece and all the Elation/
ADJ gear was used for that reason. The Elation gear
played a big part in this scene, especially the Rayzor Q7,”
Jared says. “We used the Platinum Spot LED II to light
up certain areas of the crowd as well as backlight for the
actors.
“Certain cameras that we use can be sensitive to the LED
refresh rate,” he continues. “You always take a risk using
LED because there is a good chance the camera will
pick up the strobing of the light. Most of the time we will
always do camera tests with LED fixtures for that reason.
This was different because of the limited time we had and
I was very nervous it would be an issue. We never had any
flickering issue with any of the fixtures however. It was a
huge relief that everything worked very well. I was very
impressed with the quality and reliability of the fixtures.”
A few fixtures were brought in for added looks, namely
Elation Platinum Beam 5R™ beam lights to add more
punch to the custom-built stage (built by Screen Gems
Studios in Atlanta) and LED tubes for added color around
the bars, booth areas and underneath the stage.
“Our rigging crew headed by Rigging Gaffer Tom Fendley
did an amazing job to put everything together and give
me plenty of time to program,” Jared commented. “We
couldn’t have pulled this off without them.”
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ALLEN & HEATH’S
IDR MIXERS INSTALLED IN
VIENNA CONCERT HALL
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One of Vienna’s finest concert houses, the Konzerthaus,
recently upgraded the public address system serving its
Great Hall and Mozart Hall, selecting Meyer speakers and
Allen & Heath’s iDR installation matrix mixers.
Installed by ATEC Pro, the new system is designed
specifically for voice reinforcement. The iDR DSP systems
comprise an iDR-4 matrix mixer for the Great Hall, and an
iDR-8 for the Mozart Hall, with a PL10 8-channel rotary
panel for remote control, and a PL-8 logic box installed in
the Mozart Hall for interfacing to external systems.
Control of the entire sound system is via the iDR-8 and
additional PL10 controller, including management of a
hand-held radio mic and CD players for playback. The
system default is Stage Manager mode, enabling limited
access and control of settings for simple use.
The iDR-4 and iDR-8 units can be switched in both rooms
to Technician mode, enabling control of all the speakers
which can be connected to a mobile PA System. The PL-8
in the Mozart Hall is set up to change the sound beam
presets of the Meyer speaker system to switch between
coverage of the whole room and only the balcony, which
is used if a mobile PA is setup without delay speakers
for the balcony. Similarly, in the Great Hall, coverage of
the main room and balcony can be muted in Technician
mode.
“We selected iDR because it is simple to use, and most
of the time the system is used by the stage manager or
other non-technical staff. Settings, such as EQ, volume
range and compression, can be programmed in advance
by the sound engineer, so that the user only need activate
the radio mic or CD player via the clearly arranged PL10,”
comments Konzerthaus’s head of sound, Ingeborg
Doblander.
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ARMIN VAN BUUREN, DAVID GUETTA
AND 93 STORMY STROBES AMAZE
AMSTERDAM RAVERS
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“

We wanted to deliver an
intimate club atmosphere that
disguised the sheer size of the
arena and would also work for
the live stream and filming

”

- André Beekmans
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An incredible rig of over 300 Clay
Paky fixtures, including 93 Stormy
CC strobes, have created the ultimate
immersive rave at the Amsterdam
Music Festival (AMF).
Lighting designer André Beekmans
of Eindhoven-based lighting design
house The Art of Light created the
extraordinary lighting concept for the
two-day event, which saw a line up
of the biggest electronic dance music
(EDM) artists of the moment including
Armin van Buuren and David Guetta.
Ampco Flashlight supplied the Clay
Paky kit, comprising 108 Sharpys,
15 Mythos, 96 Sharpy Wash 330,
93 Stormy CC and 15 Mythos.
The festival took place in the vast
Amsterdam Arena and was attended
by thousands of revellers from around
the world.
“We were honoured to be able to use
the Stormy CC on such a large scale,”
says Beekmans. “We employed
them to deliver vibrant strobing in a
huge range of colours. I was really
impressed with its brightness and am
delighted there is finally a proper LED
strobe with RGBW output.”
The Stormy CC’s strip of powerful
RGBW LEDs perfectly emulates a
bright Xenon lamp but can flash in
any colour, mitigating the need for
gels that dramatically reduce the
amount of light.
“There were several factors we
needed to consider when creating
the lighting design for AMF,” says
Beekmans. “We wanted to deliver
an intimate club atmosphere that
disguised the sheer size of the arena
and would also work for the live
stream and filming.”
As a solution, Beekmans and his
team decided to immerse the crowd
in light by rigging the fixtures around
the entire dance area. This meant the
arena seating was hidden and there
were dynamic light effects in every
camera shot.
“To create the beam effects on the
dancefloor we used the Sharpy, whilst
in each corner of the stadium we had
a matrix of Sharpy Wash 330s. These
were ideal because of their small size
yet fantastic brightness. We used
the Mythos as a special behind the
stage, delivering the bigger, bolder
effects. They were perfect for such a
large-scale production.”
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AVOLITES HELPS CREATE
DUBLIN LIGHTSABER FOR
PREMIERE OF NEW
STAR WARS FILM
Dublin’s 398ft high ‘Monument of
Light’ Spire was transformed into
a giant ‘Lightsaber’ in December to
celebrate the premiere of the new
Star Wars film, ‘The Force Awakens’,
using powerful fixtures controlled by
Avolites’ Titan One DMX USB Dongle.
Commissioned by Disney, Tom Rohan
of event production house Eventco
conceptualised
the
installation
alongside lighting designers Mick
Murray and Matthew Cregan. The
team used 16 of Clay Paky’s intensely
bright SuperSharpys to beam colours
up the Spire to create the Lightsaber
effect.
The event lasted for three weeks, with
the team checking and controlling the
lighting via CCTV, connected to the
internet, which sent live images back.
They then accessed the laptop within
the Spire using the TeamViewer app.
“We did initial focusing on an Avolites
Tiger Touch II and then transferred
the show to a Mac laptop with the
Titan One Dongle installed,” says
Mick Murray. “With the Team Viewer
app we could log in to the show at
any time and reset a fixture or do
further programming. Using a time of
day clock, we could trigger cuelists
to light up the Spire at 5pm each
day and run a separate sequence
overnight.”
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“

Titan One is
very easy to use
and the offline
interface is
simple but
powerful

”

- Mick Murray

Avolites’ Titan One DMX USB Dongle facilitates fast and
Intuitive control of intelligent lighting, dimmers and LED
effects from one on-screen console. It allows the user
to output one line of DMX with the full functionality of
Avolites Titan Software, and access to Avolites’ powerful
features such as Pixelmapper, Quicksketch, Media Clip
Select, Attribute Control-Blades and ShapeGenerator.
“Titan One is very easy to use and the offline interface is
simple but powerful,” Murray continues. “I find it the best
for offline editing.”

© Jeff Pioquinto

The event was a huge social media hit for Disney and
Star Wars, with Dublin residents sharing photos of the
spectacle for the world to share or retweet.
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BRING ME THE HORIZON TOURS
WITH PHILIPS SHOWLINE STROBES
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Electronic metalcore five-piece Bring Me The Horizon
recently completed a tour of the USA and Europe in
support of their latest album ‘That’s The Spirit’ with a
high-impact and punchy lighting design by Ben Inskip
using Philips Showline SL NITRO 510C LED strobes.
Inskip - who has served as lighting designer for the
Sheffield-born band for the past five years - employed
the strobes to cut through the brightness of the show’s
significant video element.

“In terms of output the SL NITRO 510C is great,” says
Inskip. “It is bright enough to still have impact during the
video heavy parts of the set. In addition, the strobes’
great color mixing meant that they worked well with the
content on the video wall to create an overall look instead
of fighting to be seen.”
Inskip positioned 12 units upstage tucked in between
video strips that made up the back wall. For two bigger
UK dates at London’s Alexandra Palace and Cardiff’s
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Motorpoint Arena, the 12 SL NITRO 510Cs were
positioned vertically on the main risers to work alongside
the 56ft by 20ft video screen. For these bigger shows,
Inskip also specified a further 18 units from the tour’s
lighting supplier Siyan, evenly spacing them in his flown
rig to create a 6x3 grid.
“Fixture choice and placement were really important to
create impact while trying to be as versatile as possible,”
explains Inskip. “The SL NITRO 510C provided me with
decent strobe looks and strong back washes in any color.
Even in the lower channel modes you have plenty of
variation and by using different macros I could give each
song in the set a different strobe or silhouette effect. Their
small size also meant I could hide the units away whilst
creating lots of really interesting and different looks on
stage.”
The SL NITRO 510C features Color Gel Filter Presets for
fast color matching and a tightly packed array of 264
high power fixed white LEDs and 264 RGB LEDs ensuring
maximum output.
“For me the block arrangement of the LED without a
parabolic means that the SL NITRO 510C is really bright
when looking directly at it, in both strobing and in color
wash modes,” continues Inskip. “I also really like the
fixture’s six unique zones of control. This adds another
element and gives you the ability to create both subtle
and dramatic effects.”
Bring Me The Horizon continue to tour throughout 2016
with upcoming dates in South America.
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COMEDIAN KEVIN HART TAKES
MARTIN AUDIO SOUND SYSTEM ON
EUROPEAN TOUR

After completing a successful sold-out tour of the U.S and
Canada last year with a Martin Audio MLA PA provided
by Showtime Sound LLC, popular actor-comedian, Kevin
Hart and production manager Scott Tydings ensured they
maintained continuity by asking Capital Sound to provide
a similar rig when the What Now? tour arrived in Europe.
One of America’s fastest rising comedy talents, Hart has
released four comedy DVDs and appeared on numerous
TV shows and in blockbuster films; he has over 20 million
worldwide followers each on Facebook, Twitter and
Instagram.
As for Tydings he had clearly enjoyed the MLA experience
both with Kevin Hart and fellow comedienne Amy
Schumer. The fit with Capital Sound, who also specialise
in providing sound reinforcement for top-drawer stand-up
comedians was an obvious one — although as general
manager Paul Timmins explained, the route was not a
direct one.
“We were told how popular MLA had been by Rob
Hofkamp [Director of U.S Operations] and we learnt that
it was their first choice, and they were keen to use it
again in Europe. The UK promoters Live Nation work with
another Martin Audio customer, SXS Events in Bristol. As
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we have MLA we became a partner company, working on
their behalf. It was a short notice request but has worked
out extremely well.”
With Kenny Hoyt again mixing the house sound, assisted
by experienced MLA system tech Toby Donovan,
production adopted a slightly different configuration to
that used in North America. “Our proposal was for our
standard comedy touring rig for the five arenas, which
has worked out perfectly.”
In fact they rigged 17 MLA enclosures plus one MLD
Downfill, each side of the stage as the main hang, with
outfills provided by 16 MLA Compacts. For the LF, eight
S218X were deployed in conventional 4+4 L/R ground
stacks, with eight tiny DD6 Differential Dispersion
loudspeakers mounted on top, performing frontfill duties.
For the larger arenas, six W8LM Mini Line Array enclosures
provided the delays.
Stage monitoring was limited and the foldback mixes
were handled from FOH on a Midas Pro6.
Earlier, Scott Tydings had stated that the Martin Audio
MLA rig had been a big help. “We first used it for the What
Now? tour after hearing the MLA Compact at a demo.
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side and we were still getting sound
complaints from people in the upper
sections of large arenas about not
being able to hear or get the clarity
they needed.”
FOH engineer Kenny Hoyt, echoes
Scott’s
impressions:
“MLA
is
amazing, the clarity and coverage
is so much better when capturing
a single voice in a large auditorium
and making sure that every word
gets out to the audience than other
systems I’ve used. Other PAs are ok,
but mixing with an MLA system is like
nothing else I’ve ever experienced. I
just know that the sound’s going to
be smooth and consistent with all the
right overtones.”

We’ve wanted to use it for a long time and just needed this opportunity to put
it out there and showcase it.
“We thought it was a great fit for Kevin especially in terms of intelligibility in
the arena because if you miss one word he says, the joke’s not funny. It’s
more important to have even coverage and intelligibility for a comedian than
any rock concert you’re ever going to do.
“Kevin’s definitely noticed the difference in articulation and even coverage in
every seat with MLA. I was using another system before with three hangs a

Wrapping up, Scott adds, “There’s
been a world of difference with the
MLA rig. It’s night and day. We’ve just
had some fly dates and Kenny’s never
happy when he has to leave the MLA
rig and do the same show on another
system. It’s just never the same.
“For me, MLA is like having 3-D
audio. Instead of sounding like it’s
coming from a speaker a few hundred
feet away from you, Kevin’s voice is
right in front of your face no matter
where you’re sitting.”
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GERMANY’S ROTOR FILM SELECTS
MEYER SOUND FOR DOLBY ATMOS
AND AURO-3D MIXING STAGE
64
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The German post-production facility Rotor Film has
installed a 69-loudspeaker Meyer Sound cinema system
in its recently opened mixing stage - the largest in Europe
that offers both Dolby Atmos and Auro-3D immersive
surround sound technologies. Located in the Babelsberg
“Media City” complex in Potsdam, the room features one
of the largest Meyer Sound cinema monitoring systems
ever installed.
Before making the critical decision on loudspeakers,
Rotor Film held intensive comparative listening tests,
with participation by management, staff, and associated
independent mixing engineers.
“We invited about 20 sound designers and freelance
engineers as our guests to listen to a wide range of audio

samples,” says Christoph Engelke, technical director at Rotor
Film. “Based on everyone’s listening experiences, a Meyer
Sound system was the clear choice for our two top managers,
Holger Lehmann and Martin Frühmorgen, and myself.”
To accommodate mixing for 5.1, 7.1, and Dolby Atmos,
the system comprises three Acheron® 100 screen
channel loudspeakers, four HMS-12 and 30 HMS-10
surround loudspeakers, and nine X-800C high-power
cinema subwoofers. For Auro-3D extension, the system
includes another three Acheron 100 loudspeakers and 20
more HMS-10 loudspeakers.
“So far, we’ve had a very good response from visiting
engineers on the Meyer Sound system’s performance,”
reports Engelke.
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Equipped with seating for 200, the 400-square-meter room can be used to
both mix and screen films. It features an Avid Pro Tools S6 mixing console
with 64 faders and four Pro Tools systems running HD11 and HD12 software.
In addition to a full slate of plug-ins from Waves, Altiverb, iZotope, and
others, the studio also offers outboard effects by Lexicon, TC Electronic,
and Eventide. Color grading is achieved with a Baselight TWO system on
a Blackboard 2 control surface, and films are screened with either a Barco
DP4K-32B digital projector or an all-format Kinoton film projector onto a
14.5-by-6.1-meter screen.
Rotor Film is located in the Babelsberg Medienstadt (Media City), a district
of Potsdam that has been a center for film production since 1912, as well as
for television in recent decades. Historic films produced at Studio Babelsberg
include “Metropolis” and “Blue Angel,” while more recent productions include
“The Bourne Ultimatum,” “The Hunger Games: Mockingjay,” “The Grand
Budapest Hotel,” and “Bridge of Spies.”
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KING CHARLES USES ALLEN & HEATH
MIXING CONSOLE ON UK TOUR

Allen & Heath’s new dLive mixing system appeared at
London’s O2 arena recently, with King Charles supporting
Mumford & Sons on their UK tour.
King Charles front-of-house engineer Jon Lewis
employed a dLive S3000 console with an A&H DM64
mixrack for FOH, with an Allen & Heath GLD Chrome
mixer handling monitor duties. Powerful beyond its
diminutive size, the 20 fader, 12” touch-screen equipped
S3000 allows for up to 120 fader strips and extremely
fast workflow.
With credits including Roni Size, The Feeling and Clean
Cut Kid, Lewis is a fast-rising UK FOH engineer, with
extensive experience of Allen & Heath’s existing iLive
mixing system. And he describes the dLive as being “…
on another level. From the build quality to the GUI to the
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flexibility of the console, everything’s taken a huge step
up. But it’s also extremely intuitive – we only had a day’s
rehearsal with the console before the O2 show with King
Charles but that’s all I needed to really get to grips with
the dLive.”
Lewis was also impressed with both the sound of the
new system and its dynamic processing capabilities,
as he describes, “The first thing I noticed was just how
crystal-clear the dLive preamps are; it’s simply a case
of turning the faders up and everything sounds big and
full right away. And one of my favourite new features is
the added compressors on the channel strip, particularly
the ‘opto’ comp, which allows you to dial in the ratio of
wet/dry signal you need, effectively giving you parallel
compression – it sounded absolutely fantastic on the
drum group at the O2, for example.”
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NEW MUSIC FESTIVAL KAABOO
LIGHTS UP WITH SHARPYS
The inaugural KAABOO Festival launched in Del Mar,
California, this September with Clay Paky Sharpys and
A.leda B-EYE K20s.
KAABOO was held at the Del Mar Racetrack & Fairgrounds
over a three-day period. Performances by more than
100 musical acts filled seven indoor and outdoor stages;
one stage was dedicated to comedy. Celebrity and local
chefs, California wines and craft brews were on hand to
satisfy the most serious foodies.

the design, primarily shining toward the audience for big
effects and visuals.
“The B-EYEs were used in shapes mode,” notes Lisle.
“We took advantage of a lot of the great built-in macros.
They performed great, and we had a lot of fun playing
with them!”
Lighting suppliers to the KAABOO festival included
SoloTech, Visions Lighting, Christie Lites and Showtech.

Festival lighting designer Chris Lisle was tasked with
delivering unique looks to each stage. “We had a lot
of fun playing with architecture,” he says. “We created
ambience and environmental looks across the site.”

Francesco Romagnoli, Clay Paky Area Manager for North
and Latin America, added, “We’re pleased with the ways
Chris Lisle has been using our lights and look forward to
future collaborations with him.”

The main stage, Sunset Cliffs, featured over 50 active
Sharpys layered throughout the rig to give big visual
punch. The EDM (Encore) stage used 24 B-EYE K20s in

A.C.T Lighting is the exclusive North American distributor
for Clay Paky.
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MEYER INSTALLS CONSTELLATION
SOUND SYSTEM AT SINGAPORE
AMERICAN SCHOOL
70
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The Singapore American School (SAS) has installed
a Meyer Sound Constellation® acoustic system in its
upgraded school auditorium, fixing a sound issue that
prevented performers from hearing each other clearly.
The system now gives students the opportunity to learn
about active acoustics technology first hand, while also
providing a customizable sound experience for community
productions.
“As a school, we have a bold vision to be a world leader in
education, cultivating exceptional thinkers, prepared for
the future,” says Dr. Chip Kimball, superintendent of SAS.

“Constellation allows us to be that world leader; it truly is
the epitome of excellence. Our students and our staff are
tremendous performers and talented individuals, and they
work very hard to perfect their craft. The acoustic system
shines light on their art. This auditorium is a special place;
these kids are going to do amazing things in their lives.”
SAS students who study stage lighting, sound, video, and
stage technical systems will now learn to apply calibrated
sound settings to different types of performances, and
study the principles behind processor sound sampling and
optimizing reverberation. Students will develop ideas for
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live sound performances such as drama, musical theatre,
speech, jazz, symphonic band, chamber orchestra, and
choir.
“As much as you can operate lighting to get someone’s
attention on something, you can also change the focus of
what they’re hearing,” explains Paul Koebnick, assistant
theatre manager and teacher. “Students responsible for
sound operations can change the sound settings in the
middle of a show, when a different group comes on with
a different song.”
The effects of Constellation have already been noticed
by students. “Before, the auditorium was really difficult
to project sound in,” reports Tia Abdi, SAS high school
senior and mixed choir member. “You could often only
hear yourself sing, and it was hard to hear any other
parts. Now I can hear the people around me a lot more
easily, and the audience can definitely hear whether our
sound is flat or ringing.”
The Constellation system is built around a D-Mitri® digital
audio platform that hosts patented VRAS acoustical
algorithms. Acoustical ambience is captured by 38
microphones, and the enhanced acoustical response
is delivered through over 200 speakers over the stage
and audience, including MM-4XP self-powered, UP-4XP,
and UPM-1P loudspeakers, UPJunior™ and UPJ-1XP
VariO™ loudspeakers, Stella-4 installation loudspeakers,
and UMS-1P and UMS-1XP subwoofers. The system was
supplied by Singapore-based Coda Group.
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NOWEGIAN SINGER ANE BRUN
GOES ON EUROPEAN TOUR WITH
DLIVE MONITORS

Sweden’s Parashoot has completed a
European tour with Norwegian singer
songwriter Ane Brun, using Allen &
Heath’s new dLive system to manage
FoH and Monitors.
Parashoot’s recently purchased dLive
system, comprising the flagship
S7000 Control Surface and DM64
MixRack, was immediately deployed
on the tour, mixing both FOH and
monitors on the same console.
“I have been using iLive endlessly over
the last 5 years, and on the last two
Ane Brun tours, culminating in over
200 shows. The timing of the dLive
release couldn’t have been better.
The anticipation of more FX and more
buses, made it the unchallenged
winner for this tour. A&H makes the
best digital live preamps, channel
dynamics and onboard FX engines,
so it was a no brainer,” comments
Parashoot’s sound engineer and
owner, Oscar Söderlund.
Ane Brun’s latest album and tour,
When I’m Free, uses more loop-like
drum beats and electric instruments.
The system setup includes 11 Stereo
In Ear mixes, 4 Mono Aux, analogue
delay and 1 wedge mix, 14 FX, 57
channels, 12 DCA groups, 2 Stereo
Groups, 2 Mono Groups, 2 Stereo
Matrixes, and 2 Mono Matrixes.
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“The system latency is extremely low, and the surface is very fast - you can go
from stereo to mono channel in no time without losing audio, and it feels very
small even if it has 3 x 12 channel faders. I also really like the USB recording
and playback option, it gives me the opportunity to record single channels or
groups, easily A/B test preamps and outboard gear, and tweak reverbs and
delays on the lead vocal,” continues Söderlund.
Recordings of the shows are operated via a Dante card fitted in the Control
Surface, plus a MADI card is fitted in the MixRack for any guest broadcast
feeds.
“The usefulness of the copy/paste/reset select in bank view and direct view is
awesome. This is something I smile about every day I use it - it’s very clever.
It’s now almost a ritual to press the reset button, and sweep my DCA’s to unity
when the Go-For-Show order comes from the TM/PM!” concludes Söderlund.
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SOLID STATE PROVIDES
PRODUCTION CONSOLE
FOR TEXAS TV STATION
San Antonio-based VHF digital television station KSAT-TV
recently installed a Solid State Logic C10 HD Plus as its
new main production console for daily news and SA Live
show programming.
The station broadcasts almost 40 hours of local news
from its main facilities, along with the daily hour-long SA
Live entertainment show from a remote studio. Jason
Hernandez, KSAT’s lead Broadcast Engineer for the
C10 project, explains that the new console has replaced
an older installation and was chosen to complement a
rethink of the station’s technical infrastructure: “We were
able to cut down and consolidate a lot of the support
cabling associated with discrete audio connections. We
did this by going embedded with a lot of our sources
- directly interfacing with our HD video infrastructure
and connecting the SDI feeds directly into the C10 via
SSL Network I/O. We do also have a mixture of AES and
analogue discrete I/O, using SSL Alpha-Link Live-R units,
plus the Alpha-Link 8RMP mic preamp.”

The station has also successfully tested a Dante link from
its remote studio via an 80GHz microwave link using the
SSL Network I/O: SB 8.8 Stagebox (eight analogue in
with remote control preamps, eight analogue out): “We
have an IP network connection from here to that studio
over the microwave link,” explains Hernandez. “At the
moment we are submixing with a smaller console, and
beaming it back, mixed, but we are planning on using
the Dante box at the studio end. We were testing it when
the SSL engineer came down to commission our system.
He and I walked the box out there, plugged it in, and it
worked perfectly...”
On the rationale for selecting the C10 console itself,
Hernandez says he prioritised the console’s audio
performance: “The sound quality is impressive, and the
dynamics processing is more natural sounding than
others we have tried. We really like the Dialogue Automix,
as well... SSL’s version is more customisable - especially
when it comes to the priority levels for each fader.”
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QATAR’S ANNUAL MARINE FESTIVAL
LIVENED WITH MASSIVE MUSICAL
AND ALPHA SPOT HPE 700S

The Qatar Marine Festival in Doha is an annual event built around the history
of Qatar, which has grown at an extraordinary rate since the discovery of the
country’s oil and natural gas.
Lighting designer Massimo Tomasino spoke to us about the most engaging
moment of the Festival for him, the Clay Paky lights and the local and
international audience: the Secrets of the Sea. This musical consisted of two
fantastic hours involving over 300 artists plus the staff, 99 percent original
music, 300 costumes, 16000 hours of rehearsals, and many technological
solutions on stage.
The Secrets of the Sea was an outstanding fusion of Qatari and international
music, which stems from a cultural exchange and huge cooperation between
local and Italian artists. The composer Renato Serio composed the dance
music together with Faisal al Tamimi.
Tomasino was very enthusiastic to be involved in this giant production. He
cancelled all prior commitments in order to focus on the event, which the
choreographer and director Gino Landi had already decided to entrust him
with. There were several large moving elements on the set, including huge
sails, which created a striking visual contrast between Qatar’s recent industrial
development and its marine resources and Islamic culture.
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It was essential to choose lights with
lightweight bodies and extremely wide
optical zooms to hang over the stage.
A total of 26 compact, lightweight
Alpha Spot HPE 700s, with their fast
noiseless movements and electronic
focus, were distributed among the
delicate scenic sails, along with 26
Alpha Wash 700s, which have the
light output, and graphic and optical
performance of higher power wash
lights.
Twenty-two Alpha Spot HPE 1200s
were distributed, some along the
front of the stage in order to provide
the front lighting, and others between
the tower and the set, some distance
away. One Spot 1200 in particular
was fitted inside the tower to create
a lighthouse effect.
All thirty Alpha Beam 700s, with
their
visually
imposing,
super
concentrated,
long-range
ACL
beams, were perfectly recognizable
even during the brightest scenes
and were distributed at the back
as backlighting. Their compact,
lightweight, highly agile bodies
enclose
the
most
advanced
technology for projecting beams of
light, which may be coloured and
shaped as desired for fascinating
dynamic projections in midair.
The beam can be pointed at the
audience or used as a dynamic
sky-tracer colour changer, which
provides lighting designers with
totally innovative options.
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ROYAL OPERA HOUSE ADOPTS
LIGHTING CONTROL SYSTEM
FROM WIRELESS SOLUTION

Since it first opened in 1732, the Royal Opera House
has become one of the world’s most recognised and
respected performance venues. Based in Covent Garden,
the building is home to both the Royal Opera and Royal
Ballet and is renowned for its outstanding variety of
traditional work and new commissions. With such a vast
array of productions been seen by almost 800,000 visitors
per year, the Royal Opera House must rely on state of
the art equipment to ensure that each show achieves its
potential. As a result, the venue has invested significantly
in Wireless Solution W-DMX™; with every purchase being
made through White Light.
Based in Sweden, Wireless Solution is the world’s leading
manufacturer of the most exciting and reliable wireless
lighting control equipment, W-DMX™. This twice awardwinning DMX system is the most dependable product
available for transmitting lighting control data wirelessly,
no matter the distance or location. It is also one which for
which WL is the exclusive distributor and one which the
Royal Opera House has invested significantly in.
Justin Cook is the Lighting Systems Manager and part of
the Technical Production team at the Royal Opera House.
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He comments: “We decided to invest in Wireless DMX as
we were aware of the huge impact it would have in how
productions are run at the Royal Opera House. We own 10
W-DMX™ Transmitters and around 40 receivers. Similarly
all additional bars and set practicals are run from Wireless
DMX and we run four universes for any additional lighting
equipment we require on top of our permanent rig”.
Jonathan Haynes, WL’s Business Development Manager,
comments: “It’s easy to understand why the Royal Opera
House frequently draws on the use of Wireless Solution
products. W-DMX™ has essentially changed the way
lighting is controlled through wireless distribution. Awardwinning reliability and one-button-to-go setup allow for
quick installation of lighting fixtures, on-time completion of
time-sensitive projects and faster, less arduous load-ins of
equipment. Essentially, it makes life so much easier for the
client – something which has been evident with the Royal
Opera House”.
Wireless Solution equipment has not only made a huge
impact in Royal Opera House’s iconic Covent Garden
theatre but also on its various touring productions.
Justin states: “Last year, we took Don Giovanni on a
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tour of Japan, which was an extremely ambitious project
and allowed us to showcase our work across the globe.
Whilst there, we weren’t able to run the set from the
mains power so everything had to be battery powered
using the RC4 Series 3 W-DIM4. Without the use of
Wireless DMX, we simply wouldn’t have been able to
produce the show”.
With more venues and production companies than ever
before turning to the reliability and efficiency of wireless
technology, WL expects the product line to continue to
grow in 2016. Jonathan comments: “W-DMX™ offers
so much more to venues, particularly those with hard to

reach areas where cabling would normally be impossible.
It is allowing the boundaries to be pushed on productions
and the more people see it being utilised, the more they
realise how powerful and beneficial it can be”.
David Ferraz, Wireless Solution’s International Business
Development Manager, adds: “We are delighted that our
products have made a huge impact at an historic venue
such as the Royal Opera House. We create our products
with ease-of-use for the end user being a top priority.
We are obviously delighted then that so many people are
benefitting for this and that WL is able to supply them
with our products”.
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STS9 DANCE
MUSIC BAND
TOURS US WITH
B-EYE K20S
When instrumental band STS9 (Sound Tribe Sector 9)
began its US fall tour lighting designer Saxton Waller
decided to add Clay Paky A.leda B-EYE K20s to the
B-EYE K10 rig he deployed for the band’s 2014 tour and
sold-out concerts at the famed Red Rocks Amphitheatre
STS9, which plays self-described post-rock dance music,
is one of the nation’s top-grossing tour acts with a heavy
presence on the festival circuit. Waller obtained the Clay
Paky B-EYES from Brown Note Productions, Inc., in
Thornton, Colorado, which has been working with STS9
for the last 10 years.
“This was our first tour with the K20s,” says Waller. “I
was already using a different downstage wash light, so I
figured if I replaced them with K20s I’d get two lights in
one. I use six of them on downstage truss primarily as
wash fixtures on the band then engage their pixel mode
during jams to add another layer of chases and effects.”
Waller has 18 K10s in the rig: six on the upstage floor,
six on upstage truss and six more on midstage truss. “I
use them exclusively in pixel mode even in their wash
application,” he reports. “The B-EYEs are all cells so
you can get extremely creative with them. The K10s and
K20s are deep fixtures; the more you dive into them, the
more you’re able to do.”
Since the K10s and K20s are versatile fixtures out of the
box Waller believes some lighting designers have only
scratched the surface of their capabilities. “People take
a lot of short cuts and don’t get all they can out of their
lighting fixtures,” he says. “I take the B-EYEs’ concepts
and expand on them. For this new fall tour I built 120
custom chases in two, three and four colors with gobo
effects – they’re unique to our show. I must have put a
thousand programming hours into the lights before the
tour started.”
Waller also “dug into the beam shaper” to “open up flower
beam shaper effects at any speed and attach them to
faders for control.” He teamed with Chris Ruppel, head
programmer at Brown Note Productions, to brainstorm
ideas.
Francesco Romagnoli, Clay Paky Area Manager for North
and Latin America, added, “It’s great to see Mr. Waller
and Brown Note team up again to use our lights. STS9 is
a great band and we’re proud to help them look good!”
A.C.T Lighting is the exclusive North American distributor
for Clay Paky.
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THE WOMBATS ILLUMINATE
LONDON CONCERTS WITH
STORMYS LED STROBES
Alexandra Palace in North London was the venue for the
Wombats’ largest production during their current tour,
which has encompassed the UK, Europe and Australia
since the beginning of 2015. Dan Hill is the lighting
designer at the helm.
“This was essentially a larger, more intense version of the
lighting rig we’ve had out lately. In London earlier this
year, The Wombats played Brixton Academy and the
show at Alexandra Palace really grew from that... nothing
crazy, but extensions of what was already there to cater
for both the larger crowd and the bigger, wider stage that
Ally Pally provides. I wanted to keep things as dynamic
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and as fun for the band on stage and for people in the
crowd as it was back in Brixton.”
Hill’s rig is heavy with fixtures from the Ambersphere
Solutions family with Clay Paky and with a grandMA2
Light FoH.
An often repeated reason for choosing Clay Paky Stormys
is that they are an LED fixture that, due to its design and
reflector, behaves like a traditional strobe. Hill is happy
to add his name to that list: “I don’t like to see a cheap
looking block of LED strobes; the Stormy gives me the
RGBW colour changing capability of an LED fixture but
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it looks and acts like a real strobe. Add to that, I use
them to back light the band. It works brilliantly and with
a good colour spectrum from pastels to primary colours.
Although I wouldn’t spec them as a pure washlight –
they are after all, a strobe first and foremost - they were
vibrant and punchy and created some great silhouette
and shadow work on stage, ticking my boxes perfectly.
“The Clay Paky Sharpy remains the ‘go to’ beam light for
me,” continues Hill. “There were over thirty on this rig.
If I want a solid beam, a strong gobo selection, speed
and reliability, I can go anywhere in the world and find a
bunch of Sharpys that can do the job and do it exactly

as I want. They are simply my first and only choice. All
my fixture selections are integral to my final design and
on the few occasions when we had to go without certain
lights I had to seriously revaluate how the show was run
to compensate for the negative differences.”
Hill is already looking forward to his next projects, which
will include a range of Clay Paky fixtures run, naturally, by
his console of choice, the grandMA2. “These fixtures are
now firmly on my ‘tried and tested’ list and I’m confident
they will work really well with my upcoming projects. As
for the Wombats, they are now firmly embedded in the
design.”
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VICTORIA TOWER EMPLOYS
SUPERSHARPY SEARCHLIGHT FOR
UNESCO CELEBRATION
Lighting
designer
James
Bawn
has
employed the Clay Paky SuperSharpy to
play an instrumental role in a range of recent
architectural projects, including projecting light
over vast distances from the iconic Victoria
Tower in Huddersfield and a special one-night
installation at the Halifax Transmitting Tower.
Yorkshire-based roofing company Ploughcroft
commissioned Bawn to create a stunning
light show at the Halifax tower to celebrate
reaching a huge milestone in energy saving
for homes, schools and businesses across
the county. Named ‘Ploughcroft Eco Northern
Lights’, the light show saw the 45.7 meter
(150ft) tower illuminated in vibrant hues and
stunning textures.
“I added the SuperSharpys, which were subrented from Dry Hire Lighting via HSL, to deliver
an aerial dynamic to the design,” says Bawn.
“The fixtures didn’t disappoint - everyone was
very pleased with the end result.”
Bawn knew the SuperSharpys would be the
ideal tool for this ambitious project following a
trial of the fixtures earlier in the year.
Clay Paky’s UK distributor Ambersphere
Solutions approached the designer in January
to test out the SuperSharpy’s searchlightchallenging output whilst simultaneously
celebrating the launch of the UNESCO
International Year of Light. Bawn decided on
the Victoria Tower, located high on Yorkshire’s
Castle Hill, as the ideal location for the shootout.
“I was very keen to test the SuperSharpy as
it had the potential to be a game changer
for me,” says Bawn. “Having carried 3kw
Searchlights to the top of the Victoria tower
in the past, using the SuperSharpy made life
much more simple.”
Bawn’s design saw the SuperSharpy’s project
a range of gobos into the sky, which could be
seen by the Yorkshire public for miles around.
“I was incredibly impressed with the
SuperSharpy’s enhanced optical design.
Being able to get such an incredible output
from such a lightweight and portable fixture
is fantastic,” continues Bawn. “There was an
amazing response from the public and even
the local TV news popped over to film the light
show!”
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The SuperSharpy is three times brighter than the highly popular Clay
Paky Sharpy, with a 470W, 7,800K lamp. Its advanced optics deliver
perfectly focused image projections tens of metres away.
“For all the SuperSharpy’s amazing output and features, it consumes
relatively little power,” says Bawn. “It’s a fantastic fixture, giving me
much greater scope for future architectural projects.”
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FORMER SEX PISTOLS SELL OUT
LONDON GIG FEATURING
DLIVE DIGITAL MIXERS
Iconic punk rock band, The Professionals, recently
reformed for a sold out gig at London’s 100 Club, managed
on Allen & Heath’s new dLive digital mixing system.
Made up of ex members of the Sex Pistols, the gig marked
the first time in over 30 years that The Professionals had
appeared, coinciding with Universal’s release of ‘The
Complete Professionals’ CD set.
As space was tight and channel count relatively low,
engineer, Ben Hammond, opted for the smallest hardware
from the dLive range - a S3000 surface and DM32 stage
rack - fitted with a Dante networking card, to manage
FOH, monitors, and a multitrack recording of the show.
Requirements comprised drums, bass, two guitars, four
vocals, four wedge mixes, and stereo and multitrack
recording via Dante to Reaper, to be mixed later for a
‘live’ release.
“I needed to deliver an edgy, driven mix to suit the type
of music. dLive is an extremely clean sounding console,

and the move to 96kHz processing gives so much more
space and headroom, which enabled me to get the sound
I was looking for pretty quickly,” explains Hammond. “I
tried to keep the mix as open and raw as I could, just
utilising the desk’s brilliant built-in FX, which mean I don’t
need to rely on plug-ins or outboard. As usual, I use a lot
of sub groups, this came from learning to mix in a tiny
venue with very underpowered monitoring, so I was back
home here!”
Any compression or heavy EQ cuts were done on Groups
so Hammond could retain the maximum level available for
the monitors. dLive handles this well due to the number of
processing mix channels available, as well as additional
FX sends, monitor sends, and matrix outs.
“The gig ended on a great note, the audience were
ecstatic, the band very happy, and looking forward to their
next outing. It was a real honour to work with someone
with as much history and impact in music as Paul Cook,”
concludes Hammond.
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WILL.I.AM AND LEXUS USE
SHARPYS TO CREATE VIDEO
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where they race supercars, we knew
their speed and output would be
perfect for this similar concept.”
The 160 Sharpys, supplied by PRG,
were rigged from 8 x 40 ton cranes
with spreader bars to enable each
crane to take the weight of the truss
and keep it in a straight line. The
stunt was performed and filmed over
the course of one night and has had
over a million views on YouTube to
date.
“The Sharpys were put through their
paces, but worked very well,” says
Button. “We only had to make small
adjustments with the positioning.”

Clay Paky Sharpys have one again played an integral role in an epic stunt by
trailblazing light artists Marshmallow Laser Feast (MLF) and lighting designer
Matthew Button, who have combined their creative genius to pull off a sensory
spectacular for Lexus Europe and international megastar will.i.am.
The amazing technological feat, which is part of Lexus’s campaign for the
Lexus NX SUV, sees will.i.am create a choreographed laser light show in time
to his smash hit #thatPOWER, using a trio of Lexus NXs on a disused Spanish
runway lined with 350 motion-sensitive lasers and Sharpys. The number-one
artist was challenged with directing the three cars to hit the beams at the right
cadence to synchronise with his track.
“The fantastic beam quality was the driving force behind the choosing the
Sharpy,” explains Button. “Having used them previously on a project for Castrol

Button and the MLF team, led by
creative producer Mark Logue and
light artist and director Barney Steel,
also relied on the Sharpys to perform
as artnet nodes for each universe.
They ran Ethernet into the units, with
the Sharpys then retransmitting the
universe.
“The whole system was backed up by
Wi-Fi, which we never had to use,”
says Button. “The Sharpys proved
very reliable regardless of going
through a freak storm with winds
of 50mph and being cooked in the
Spanish sun during set up. Everyone
was extremely pleased with the end
result.”
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ETC LEDS GIVE MARTHA GRAHAM’S
CLASSIC WORKS A MODERN
MAKEOVER
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American dancer Martha Graham reinvented the art of
modern dance, and her influence can be seen throughout
all dance forms. Her troupe, the Martha Graham Dance
Company, recently toured China, giving audiences new
insight into 20th-century American culture.
For performances at the Shanghai Grand Theatre (SGT),
lighting designer Nick Hung added a new dimension to
Graham’s classics by using numerous Source Four LED
fixtures controlled by a Gio lighting control system. ETC’s
Chinese dealer, Hangzhou YiDaShi Lighting Equipment
Co., Ltd., also played a significant role in the event, by
providing technical support for the show.
The programme at SGT, Three Masters of 20th Century
Art, featured several of Graham’s most prominent dances,
including Chronicle, Deep Song, The Rite of Spring and
Lamentation Variation. She created the pieces as a
symbol of opposition to fascism and war. They blend
three elements – lighting, music and dance – in a nod
to artistic masters Pablo Picasso, Igor Stravinsky, and
Graham herself. “The cold, dark, greyish colour in the
beginning, the contradicting transitions in the vigorous,
strong music, and the struggle within the dance itself,

connect to each other, reflecting the rebirth of all three
artists at the end,” says Hung.
Recreating Graham’s classic pieces presented a unique
challenge, since most of them were produced in the 1920s
and 1930s when only conventional lights were available.
Hung’s biggest task was adapting SGT’s LED technology
to fit the dances. “The technology is so different from the
30s, the 80s, and now with all the LEDs,” he says. “Our
goal was to duplicate the setting, to make the pieces just
as glorious as they were at their first staging.”
The efficiency of the Source Four LED fixtures meant
that Hung needed fewer units to light the stage. And the
colour that they can achieve meant that Hung could create
natural light that duplicates the look of older conventional
fixtures.
“The colour temperature of the Source Four LED emulates
a natural sunrise and sunset, allowing me to achieve our
goal,” he explains. “I really think ETC is doing a great
job matching their LED colours to the gels of different
manufacturers, with the added feature of smooth colour
transitions.”
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NATIONAL THEATRE USES
TRIPLE E CURTAIN TRACK FOR
PRODUCTION OF LATEST PLAY
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A new production of Harvey Granville Barker’s play Waste
is showing at The National’s Lyttelton Theatre in the UK
with smooth ‘swipe’ curtain movements utilising Triple E’s
Chaintrack, Unitrack and Unibeam systems.
The controversial play, which was famously banned by
the censors when it was first written, tells the story of
the ambitious independent politician Henry Trebell and his
plans for a bill to disestablish the Church of England.
The National Theatre’s Deputy Production Manager Clíona
Ní Mhocháin approached Triple E’s Managing Director
David Edelstein to assist with the track solutions.
“We needed a smooth, silent and reliable system to
achieve a swipe motion to go from an empty stage to
actors’ preset,” explains Ní Mhocháin. “We also wanted
to create an aperture to suggest the outside world further
upstage that could change size and position easily and
quickly, which Chaintrack provides.”
The team has rigged a total of three tracks, all with
motors and speed variable control. The track systems
are a mixture of the newly supplied Chaintrack and the
National Theatre’s existing Triple E stock of Unibeam and
Unitrack.
“One track and curtain swipes from one side of the stage
to the other, and the other two tracks and curtains are
on the same truss but slightly staggered to allow us to
move them to different positions on and off stage but look

like they are on the same plane,” Ní Mhocháin continues.
“Chaintrack was easy and quick to install, has worked
perfectly from the start and is low maintenance. It’s easy
to operate and almost silent which tied in nicely with the
style of this production.”
The National Theatre has a longstanding and positive
relationship with Triple E. Triple E’s managing director
David Edelstein was part of the stage management team at
the National Theatre when it opened in 1976, progressing
to production management on the Olivier and Cottesloe
(now the Dorfman Theatre) stages. Since then, Triple E
track systems and motors have been used on a wealth of
NT productions, including, most recently, Travelling Light,
which toured UK theatres and was broadcast to cinemas
worldwide in 2012 via NT Live.
“After discussing the show’s needs with David and seeing
a sample of the Chaintrack we were happy that it suited
our requirements perfectly,” says Ní Mhocháin. “The
ability to store the curtains into spiral stacks means that
when offstage they fit behind, and within the footprint of,
the show masking flats.”
David Edelstein comments: “Working on the Chaintrack
systems for Waste was a very positive experience, the
NT knew exactly what they wanted to achieve and we
were able to fulfil the brief with the minimum of custom
parts. It was great to see so much of the NT’s existing
stock of our equipment being used to good effect on this
production.”
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NEW CHINESE STADIUM
EQUIPPED WITH SYMETRIX
AUDIO SYSTEM

92

One of the most significant construction projects to take
place following the devastating Lushan earthquake of
2013, the new Mingshan Stadium in the Ya’an City of
Sichuan, China, is a multi-purpose venue suitable for
hosting sports, entertainment, conferences, exhibitions
and more. To ensure sufficient processing power and
flexibility for both sports events and entertainment
performances, Mingshan Stadium has been equipped with
a pair of Symetrix Solus open-architecture standalone
DSPs.

SPL of 95dB in at least 80% of the venue.

The audio installation was led by locally-based integrator
Chuengdu Eagle Huang Technology Co., Ltd., whilst
EZPro Sound & Light Co., Ltd., was responsible for
system design and product supply. As well as dealing
with a high reverberation time, they needed to ensure
excellent speech intelligibility and ensure a consistent

“The SymNet Solus 8 DSP is a very reliable piece of
hardware, but one should also highlight its multiple
control capabilities,” says Lian. “For example, it can be
controlled through the SymNet Designer software or
third-party touch panels – the kind of flexibility that is
vital for a project of this scale.”
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Determining that a distributed sound configuration was
the most appropriate way solution, the two companies
pressed ahead with a design featuring seven separate
clusters of Community R series loudspeakers for sports
events. Providing the processing power are two Symetrix
SymNet Solus 8 DSPs, which EZPro’s Xuejun Lian
observes have brought several notable benefits to the
installation.
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SEOUL WAX MUSEUM
EQUIPPED WITH IMMERSIVE
A.LEDA LIGHTING

Clay Paky A.leda B-EYE K10 luminaires are part of a
sophisticated lighting system that provides visitors with
an immersive viewing experience at Grévin Seoul, the first
Asian location of the famous waxwork museum Grévin
Paris.
Located near one of Seoul’s busiest shopping districts,
Myeong-dong, Grévin Seoul opened in July this year. It
offers visitors the chance to ‘take selfies’ with 80 lifesize wax models of world-renowned public figures and
celebrities. The exhibit is spread over four floors in
different themed rooms.
Korean distributor Tongsuh Technology Co. supplied and
installed 19 of the Clay Paky fixtures into the museum’s
‘Hall of Fame’ room. Situated on the second floor, this
section displays waxworks of stars such as Angelina Jolie
and Korean pop sensation Psy. It invites visitors to ‘make
unforgettable memories with your favourite celebrities’.
Lighting designer Jean-Francois De Lamotte of award-

winning French design house Concept Lumiere created
the lighting for the space. His design applies the B-EYEs’
19 individually controllable RGBW LEDs to create beatperfect dynamic effects that match the hall’s soundtrack
and theme. The fixtures also wash the space with vibrant
colour to provide an immersive atmosphere.
The B-EYE K10 is a highly versatile light with three
operating modes: wash, beam and effects. Its zoom
ranges from 4° to 60° and is therefore suitable both for
spaces with low ceilings where large angles are extremely
useful and for larger environments or arena shows. The
fixture’s front lens can also be rotated to create countless
vortex effects, for aerial or ‘kaleidoscopic’ projection use.
The Grévin Museum opened in Paris in 1882. In 2013 it
reached its 130-year anniversary and began expanding
globally with venues in Montreal, Canada and Prague,
Czech Republic. Collectively, the Grévin museums display
over 2000 waxwork models and receive 6 million visitors
annually.
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NEW JAKARTA SUPER CLUB
DEPLOYS MYTHOS AND SHARPYS
FIXTURES

A cutting-edge package of Clay Paky fixtures has been
installed into a new super club in Jakarta that promises
partygoers an unrivalled audio-visual experience.
Owned by one of Jakarta’s most prominent nightlife
companies Alexis Group, Colosseum is a huge 1000
square meter arena with 16-meter high ceilings that
hosts world class DJs, international artists and vast
themed parties.
Spain-based multimedia production company and
supplier LEDsCONTROL supplied and installed 30 of
the award-winning Clay Paky Mythos, 16 A.leda B-EYE
K20s, 16 Sharpys and 10 Alpha Spot 700 HPE fixtures
into the space.
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Group-owned clubs Blowfish and
Dragonfly. Ismaya Group is one of
Indonesia’s market leaders in the
hospitality and events sector. The
company conceptualizes, develops
and operates an exclusive yet diverse
group of venues in the region.
Blowfish has seen a technological
boost from 14 A.leda B-EYE K10s
and 14 Sharpys whilst Dragonfly’s
lighting rig has been enhanced by the
versatility of 14 Mythos.

“Alexis Group approached us to support their vision of creating the most
spectacular and trailblazing venue in Jakarta’s club scene,” explains project
manager Miquel Perez de Hita. “We immediately put forward a lighting
package of Clay Paky fixtures as we were confident this could turn the vision
into a reality.”
The multi-featured Clay Paky fixtures are integral to Colosseum’s dazzling and
immersive light shows, holding their own alongside lasers and cutting through
the special effects.
“We chose the B-EYE K20 for Colosseum because it’s a fantastic mix of
moving wash light and LED matrix,” continues Perez de Hita. “Mythos is
perfect for a nightclub of this size because of its incredible output.”
LEDsCONTROL also supplied and installed Clay Paky fixtures into Ismaya

“Blowfish was established over a
decade ago and is still considered one
of the best nightclub atmospheres
in Jakarta,” explains Perez de Hita.
“It’s equipped with the latest lighting,
video and audio technology. Dragonfly
is more of a cosy, elegant space that
has been meticulously designed so
needed discrete yet sophisticated
fixtures like the Mythos.
“We chose Clay Paky for all three
projects for a number of reasons –
firstly because we have known and
worked with the brand since its early
beginnings. We are also impressed
with the versatility, power and
performance of the new fixtures, the
balance between quality and price
and the post-sale service we benefit
from.”
PT ACOUSTIC & LIGHTING SYSTEM is the
Clay Paky distributor for Indonesia
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SWEDEN’S NATIONAL THEATRE
RESERVES PERMANENT PLACE FOR
ALCONS LOUDSPEAKERS
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Founded in 1788 and occupying an impressive Art Noveau
building in Stockholm since 1908, the Royal Dramatic
Theatre - or Dramaten - is Sweden’s National Theatre.
After several years of renting Alcons loudspeakers for
events, in 2015 the theatre has installed a permanent
system in its main space.
The state-owned venue produces classical theatre, new
Swedish and international productions and is also a hub
for child and youth theatre.
Dramaten has seven stages in three different buildings.
Located in the main building, the 770-capacity Main
Stage is, in many ways, the heart of the theatre. Its décor
is maintained as close as possible to when the building
opened, so the new audio system had to be compact yet
deliver very high quality sound.
“The challenge was to find a physically small PA without
compromising in sound. We demand even coverage
throughout all four levels of seating and a good stereo
image. The available positioning for a PA was very limited
because the building is historically protected, as well
as considering sight lines,” says Dramaten’s Technical
Project Manager Johan Bengtsson.
Swedish audio specialist Electrosound AB is a member of
the Alcons global Ribbon Network and had rented a range
of systems to Dramaten in the past. “Through regularly
renting Alcons systems, such as VR8, VR12 and LR7
for various events, Dramaten already knew the quality
that Alcons delivers. They also installed Alcons SR9 low
profile loudspeakers for front fills several years ago,” says
Electrosound’s Brollan Söderström.

“When it became time to replace the main system in the
Main Stage, Dramaten asked me to do a full-scale site
demonstration. I chose Alcons LR7 and LR7B as the best
solution, because it fulfilled all their needs and delivered
the added benefits of better coverage and sound quality.
“Tenders were invited for supplying the final system and
Alcons LR7 was the winner.”
The LR7 is a true line-source system, which can be
deployed either in stacked or flown configuration. Loaded
with the RBN401 pro-ribbon driver on a ‘morpher’ lens
- which produces up to 94% frontal radiation - the
system features 120° dispersion with seamless coverage.
Its transient response and peak power handling of
800W/200mS produces amazing intelligibility and throw,
while offering maximum ‘gain-before-feedback’ from any
position up to directly under the array.
Precisely matching the LR7, the LR7B is a doubletuned bandpass bass unit. Featuring a single 12” long
excursion woofer, the LR7B delivers high quality, high
output bass response from an ultra-compact, weightefficient package. The concentric bandpass configuration
offers LR7-tuned bass response in full-space (flown) and
increased efficiency in half-space (stacked) applications.
The extended frequency response enables the LR7B
to be used as mid-bass reinforcement, full-range bass
extension or subwoofer.
“The Alcons system has increased the overall sound
quality, but from a system that is smaller than the previous
one,” says Brollan. “The theatre is very happy with the
LR7 solution.”
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DEEP PURPLE TOURS
WITH CONTOUR MONITOR
HK Audio’s CONTOUR series continues to be the stage
monitor of choice for Deep Purple drummer Ian Paice,
who used his favoured pair of CT 112 speakers and CT
118 subs on the band’s mammoth 2015 fall/winter tour.
Deep Purple co-founder Paice, who is the only continuous
member of the band since it formed in 1968, has the setup
placed directly behind his kit for live shows, a solution he
prefers to in-ear monitors.
“I’ve been using HK Audio for 20 years, and there’s
something in the way the systems are put together
which for drums just seems to work,” he said. “They pick
out the depth and the sweetness and the clarity at the
top end that you need. The drums just seem to stay in
balance and the frequency response seems to be working
perfectly for everything I need. When you’ve got that, it
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just makes the whole process of playing an instrument
you can’t physically hear a lot easier”
During an interview with HK Audio before the band’s show
at Trier Arena in Germany, Paice also explained he and
the other members of Deep Purple continue to prefer
traditional monitors over more modern options like in-ear
systems.
Rob Hodgkinson is Deep Purple’s longtime monitor
engineer.
“It’s a good, reliable system – it works well, travels well,
and is well-built. It’s great: you just plug them in and turn
them up. I’ve not had to use any EQ on the drum fill at all,
and it just sounds great.
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HANGZHOU CHANGES
THE LIGHTS AHEAD OF
G20 SUMMIT
The Chinese city of Hangzhou, a growing e-commerce
hub on the country’s eastern coast, has initiated a raft
of infrastructure projects as it prepares to host the G20
summit of leading nations later this year.
The Hangzhou Grand Theatre (HZGT) is upgrading its
stage lighting with the help of ETC and its Source Four
LED Series 2 Lustr luminaires, Eos Ti and Gio lightingcontrol consoles, and a Sensor power-control system.
The 55,000-square-meter HZGT is made up of five
venues: the 1,600-seat Opera House, 600-seat Concert
Hall, 400-seat Multifunction Hall, Open Air Stage, and
700-seat Cultural Square. As an international performing
arts venue that stages world-class productions, HGZT
wanted to upgrade its traditional lighting rigs to a stateof-the-art color-mixing LED lighting system.
“The application of LED technology is now a global
trend in modern theater,” says Zhong GuoMiao, a senior
engineer and director of HZGT’s stage department.
They chose 90 Source Four LED Series 2 Lustr luminaires,
including 26° and 36° spotlights and Source Four LED
CYC lights. “ETC’s broad-spectrum color options and

good color-control are what we were looking for. In
particular, they can blend seamlessly with the gel colors
of conventional lights,” explains Zhong. “It is the only
LED source whose design and technology come from a
theatrical mindset.”
All of HZGT’s 14 Sensor dimming racks have been
upgraded to the new generation of CEM3, which has
improved connectivity. Additionally, the theater has been
equipped with 60 more relay modules, which optimize the
ratio of dimming and relay from 12:1 to 4:1, to allow for
broader use of intelligent fixtures.
The lighting-control system in the Opera House has
also been replaced with an ETC Eos Ti, backed by the
compact yet powerful Gio. Eos-family consoles are
dedicated and powerful tools for controlling LED fixtures,
making control of intelligent fixtures convenient and user
friendly. Multiple ETC Net3 Gateways have also been
purchased for full ACN-networked functionality. And an
ETC Unison architectural-control system with a variety of
control stations and interfaces regulates the houselights
and worklights in the facility.
The G20 summit takes place September 4-5, 2016.
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FRANK SINATRA COMES TO LIFE
IN MULTIMEDIA MUSICAL

Frank Sinatra returned to the stage with a clever multimedia
production that blended footage from his performances
with a live 24-piece orchestra and a live cast of dancers.
Called Sinatra – The Man and His Music, the show at
the London Palladium marked the centenary of the former
singer’s birth and played to packed audiences for a
limited three month run.
DPA Microphones were used to amplify the instruments
in the orchestra and band. Sound designer Dan Samson
chose d:vote™ 4099 Instrument Microphones because
they offered exceptional audio quality and could also be
used by every musician, regardless of the instrument they
played.
“The musicians were one of the only live human elements
in the show so it was important that they were not static,”
Samson explains. “We were trying to make it feel like a
real concert, where the band was backing the real Frank
Sinatra, so we wanted the musicians to move around and
be part of the performance. We had them standing up
for solos, standing on a pallet that formed part of the
bandstand, performing shout choruses and generally
being very visible to the audience.”
DPA’s d:vote™ 4099 Instrument Microphones were used
across the entire range of instruments, from percussion,
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drums and bass to piano, the string section, woodwind
and trumpets.
“They were undoubtedly the stars of the show,” Samson
says. “They are so versatile and come with such a great
range of clips and mounts that we could use them on
everything. Some of the microphones were connected
wirelessly to our Shure radio system and they delivered a
consistent signal regardless of their location, which meant
that the musicians had complete freedom of movement.
They also offered great isolation and, thanks to their tiny
size, we were able to position them really close to the
sound source without interfering with playability.”
As an experienced sound designer who has worked on
numerous shows such as Jesus Christ Superstar, Evita,
The Glenn Miller Story, Joseph and the Technicolour
Dreamcoat, Blood Brothers and The Sound of Music, Dan
Samson is very familiar with DPA’s product range and
uses them on all of his shows.
“d:vote™ 4099 Instrument Microphones are great for
most instruments but I particularly like them on acoustic
guitar because they sound so natural and warm,” he
says. “They are versatile enough to mount on a range of
different guitars and I have used them on steel acoustics,
nylons and 12 strings, all with great success. The players

“
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They are so versatile and come
with such a great range of clips
and mounts that we could use
them on everything

”

- Dan Samson
love the way the guitars sound in their
monitoring and are always pleased to
see them.
Samson also uses d:dicate™ 2011C
Cardioid Microphones for percussion,
stating their ability to handle very
high SPL and consistently sound
great across a range of different
instruments as the main reasons for
his choice.
“If I need a miniature microphone, I
use d:screet™ 4061 mics or d:fine™
4066 Headset mics,” he says. “The
4066 is better for rock and roll shows
because of how consistently close
to the source you can position them
without compromising the sound
quality. This allows for high levels
of vocal foldback. The mics are also
popular with performers because they
are very comfortable to wear, even
whilst the performers are dancing.
They do a great impression of a
rock vocal microphone but without
the constraints of a handheld. The
d:screet 4061, on the other hand,
is much more suited to traditional
shows because they deliver a really
natural and detailed sound. They
are also really easy to hide on a
performer.”
The 40-plus d:vote™ 4099 Instrument
Microphones required for the Sinatra
show were supplied by Cardiff-based
Stage Sound Services, which has
been a DPA advocate for over 10
years.
Managing director Phil Hurley says:
“From a rental point of view they
are incredibly popular and are often
specified by sound designers for
a wide range of live sound and
theatre projects. We have been
supplying them since they were first
introduced and we are really happy
with their audio quality. As the range
has developed they have become
even more versatile because they
can be used on so many different
instruments.”

Hurley adds that Stage Sound Services has over 200 DPA microphones in its
rental stock, including over 70 d:vote™ 4099 Instrument Microphones, over
50 d:fine™ Headset Microphones and a number of d:screet™ Miniature and
d:dicate™ Recording Microphones.
“They are theatre staples,” he said. “And frankly they are a very good rental
earner so I am happy to invest in them.”
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LINCOLN CENTER PURRS WITH
NEW LEOPARD SOUND SYSTEM
With the newly renovated Frederick P. Rose Hall opening
in mid-December, Jazz at Lincoln Center (JALC) now
features Meyer Sound systems in every performance
space at the prestigious complex, including a LEOPARD™
linear sound reinforcement system in the Rose Theater, a
Constellation® acoustic system in the Appel Room, and
an ULTRA Series loudspeaker system in Dizzy’s Club
Coca-Cola.
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Visitors can also experience Meyer Sound technology
throughout JALC’s stunningly redesigned public spaces,
including the Mica & Ahmet Ertegun Atrium and the
Ertegun Hall of Fame. The mission of JALC is to entertain,
enrich, and expand a global community for jazz through
performance, education, and advocacy. Sound is at the
heart of the company’s commitment to providing the
highest quality artistic and audience experience.
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Sound Associates of New York led the coordination of
all Meyer Sound systems throughout the venue, working
collaboratively on design with the JALC staff and Bob
McCarthy, director of system optimization at Meyer
Sound. The overall renovations of the JALC public spaces
were designed by Richard Olcott of Ennead Architects in
conjunction with Mrs. Ertegun.
The iconic Appel Room, with its floor-to-ceiling windows
overlooking Central Park and Columbus Circle, has the
only Constellation acoustic system in a venue dedicated
to jazz.
“Now, the optimal listening environment can be tailor-
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made for each venue and each aural situation through
the groundbreaking technology of Constellation,” says
Wynton Marsalis, managing and artistic director of JALC.
LEOPARD, one of the most successful products in
Meyer Sound’s 35-year history, was selected for the
1,233-capacity Rose Theater to provide controlled,
even coverage throughout the irregularly shaped room
while meeting the needs of the Jazz at Lincoln Center
Orchestra.
“This is a big band with trumpets, trombones and
saxophones, and that creates a considerable amount
of unamplified acoustic energy coming off the stage,”
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explains Doug Hosney, chief officer at Frederick P. Rose
Hall. “What we needed to be able to do—as transparently
as possible—was to lift instruments like bass and piano
into that acoustic energy for balance, but not have it
sound like those instruments were artificially amplified.
“The line arrays we had before were considerably larger
and not particularly linear in response,” continues
Hosney. “You had to drive them pretty hard before they
would open up, so we wanted to replace them with arrays
that operated cleanly at lower levels as well. That’s where
LEOPARD stepped up to the table and just blew away the
competition. It’s a sweet-sounding speaker and delivers
a full-frequency, well-rounded sound even at lower levels.

It’s exactly what we had been looking for.”
In the 500-capacity Appel Room, Constellation optimizes
the room’s acoustics for both the audience and onstage
artists, who rely on a virtual “shell” above the stage to
enfold them in their performance. “Acoustics set the
playing field for all performances,” says Marsalis. “In jazz
and almost every form of music, extraordinary concerts
can only happen when musicians hear each other clearly,
and audiences hear and feel exactly what is happening
on stage. Many a gig has been marred by poor acoustics.
If you have a space that is even slightly problematic, do
yourself a favor—install Constellation and perfect the
experience for both musician and listener.”
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STOCKHOLM’S ROYAL SEAPORT
TRANSFORMED FOR ONE NIGHT
106
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“

We managed to bring
out the soul and the
architectural character of
these fascinating sites

”

- Kai Piippo
Apr-Jun 2016
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The Royal Seaport in Stockholm was chosen from 50
entries to receive a lighting makeover as part of The
International Year of Light. The usually dark historical site
- which will soon be home to 12,000 new houses and
35,000 work spaces among other various art facilities –
came alive on a dark winter evening with the help of ÅF
Lighting and 130 volunteers.
Carrying LED torches, filter and pixel sticks, the volunteers
assisted the lighting designers in creating four dramatic
scenes. Twenty P-5 RGBW wash lights supplied by SGM
splashed colours across the normally grim architectural
structures.
Head of Design at ÅF Lighting, Kai Piippo, said: “I’m
delighted with the results. This evening, we created art
together. Using light, we managed to bring out the soul
and the architectural character of these fascinating sites.”
The P-5 wash lights were selected because “they fit the
installations perfectly” as Kai Piippo says. “We wanted
to have the possibility to choose the right colours, and
we knew which ones would look the best and be able to
tone it perfectly,” he explains about his choice of the SGM
P-5s to do the job.
Professional
photographer
documented the event.

Lennart
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THE BODYGUARD MUSICAL HITS THE
HIGH NOTES WITH MYTHOS AND
SHARPY LIGHTING

Lighting designer Luc Peumans of Painting With Light
has cast Clay Paky Mythos and Sharpy Wash 330 fixtures
to play a starring role in his design for a Dutch stage
production of The Bodyguard.
The musical, which is based on the hit movie with Whitney
Houston, is playing at the Beatrix Theatre in Utrecht until
April. Peumans specified 24 Clay Paky Mythos and 36
Sharpy Wash 330 fixtures from Ampco Flashlight, using
them to swing his looks from the intimate during the more
tender scenes, to the big and bold for the numerous
concert moments.
“The narrative is well known as the 1992 movie, so one
of the objectives was to give the show a ‘cinematic’ feel
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but also present the story in a contemporary setting
using current technologies and high production values,”
explains Peumans.
Peumans worked alongside set designer Carla Janssen
Hofelt, content producer Ad de Haan and technical
director Ed Wielstra on the creative conceptualisation of
the show.
“Central to our mission was ensuring that all visual
elements worked together harmoniously to give the
audience a unique emotional experience,” continues
Peumans. “As the theatre’s stage and wing space is
relatively small and there is only one set, the lighting
performs as an integral extra player to create the many
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and a beam,” says Peumans. “At
some points they blend nicely into
the background like any theatrical
luminaire, while at other times,
especially for the many concert
scenes, they are seen in a more
‘classic’ moving light role. It is a
refined, high quality and versatile
luminaire ideal for this style of musical
theatre and they work extremely hard
throughout the performance!”
As well as on the winches, the Sharpy
Wash 330 units are scattered around
on the booms, side ladders and on
top of the flown screens.

different story locations. Having a properly multi-purpose fixture to take on
this ‘acting’ role was crucial and that’s why I chose Mythos.”
The show design sees five large flying video screens along the sides of
the stage, plus automated set trucks partially clad in LED. Two Mythos are
attached to the tops of each flying screen with another two on the floor.
Twelve Mythos and four Sharpy Wash 330 are then hung on winches above
the stage area, where they are flown in and out for various scenes.
“I like the Mythos’ brightness, colour mixing, dimming curve, effects and its
general multi-functionality which has allowed me to use it as both a spot

“The Sharpy Wash 330 fixtures are
small, which is great for concealing
in and around set pieces across the
stage. The zoom can quickly go from
a tight beam to a very wide flood,
which is great for evenly washing the
space. I was also really impressed
with the quiet running of both units,
which was ideal for the low-noise
moments.”
The Bodyguard runs until April 2016
at the Beatrix Theatre in Utrecht, The
Netherlands.
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MEYER’S LEOPARD SOUND SYSTEM
INSTALLED IN WALT DISNEY
CONCERT HALL

The Music Center has installed a new Meyer Sound
LEOPARD™ linear sound reinforcement system in
Walt Disney Concert Hall, home of the Los Angeles
Philharmonic (LA Phil) and its Music & Artistic Director,
Gustavo Dudamel, as well as the Los Angeles Master
Chorale and its Artistic Director, Grant Gershon.
Designed by architect Frank Gehry, the 2,265-seat
Concert Hall opened in 2003, winning immediate acclaim
as one of the most acoustically sophisticated concert
halls in the world. While the LA Phil relies on the hall’s
natural acoustics to perform unamplified, an increasing
number of contemporary performances require sound
reinforcement. LEOPARD will support these shows, which
include artists such as Herbie Hancock, Dianne Reeves,
and Jose Gonzalez in the LA Phil’s 2015-16 season.
The latest and most compact member of Meyer Sound’s
award-winning LEO® Family of line array loudspeakers,
LEOPARD possesses an extraordinary power-to-size
ratio and delivers unprecedented clarity with ultra-low
distortion. It treats sound with the same respect that the
designers engineered into the performance space.
“Walt Disney Concert Hall is a miracle of bold design that
fuses art and function,” says Deborah Borda, president
and chief executive officer, Los Angeles Philharmonic.
“Its cutting-edge beauty symbolizes the Philharmonic’s
concept of music as an art of our time and all time. Because
our mission is to bring music in all its rich variety to the
widest spectrum of listeners, we offer diverse genres to

diverse audiences. But in whatever we do, one thing must
remain constant. Whether music is traditional or new,
whether or not a performance relies on amplification, the
experience for artists and listeners must be of the highest
quality. Meyer Sound’s LEOPARD enables us to realize
this ideal more completely than ever.”
“Audiences discover some of the world’s most acclaimed
artists inside Walt Disney Concert Hall, a performance
space that has set a new standard as a place of imagination,
possibility, beauty and acoustic excellence,” says Chris
Christel, director of production for The Music Center. To
that end, we look for partners who aim for the highest
standards in quality and value. By investing in a system
primarily composed of LEOPARD system components, we
made a smart artistic and economic decision.”
The system was specified for the hall by Fred Vogler,
principal of Sonitus Consulting and a respected sound
designer and mixer. “Historically, loudspeakers focus on
level and throw, but that is not necessarily what we need
in Walt Disney Concert Hall,” he states. “This hall needs a
speaker that delivers high performance and is low-profile.
A speaker with linear response that is so natural sounding
you can hardly tell the music is amplified. LEOPARD
combines the latest technology with innovative thinking
and design. The result is that it captures natural acoustics
as never before, and adds no coloration to the sound.
You hear what the artist on stage creates, and you hear
it in every seat.”
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To John Meyer, president and CEO of Meyer Sound, music
is a lifelong love that drives his quest for perfect sound.
His goal is to capture the essence of the music—so that
audiences focus on the artistry, and not the technology
that delivers the sound. “When we hear all the incredible
musicians playing through our systems and see the
audience completely enthralled by the performances, we
feel the satisfaction of knowing we’ve done something
good for the music and for everyone involved,” he says.
The new Meyer Sound configuration includes twin arrays
of 14 LEOPARD line array loudspeakers and three 900LFC low-frequency control elements each, aimed for
optimum reach throughout the hall. A Galileo® Callisto™
loudspeaker management system handles system drive
and alignment.
LEOPARD is self-powered, with two-way design, two
nine-inch cone drivers, and a three-inch diaphragm
compression driver. Its Class-D amplifiers erase distortion
and consume less energy. The patent-pending system has
won the Commercial Integrator BEST Award for Venue/
Line Array Loudspeakers, selected by industry experts,
integrators, and the editors of Commercial Integrator.
LEOPARD has also won the Pro Audio Group Best of
Show Award as a product with the highest perceived
value, ROI, total cost of ownership, richness of feature
set, ease-of-use, reliability, versatility, and demonstrated
performance.
Meyer Sound Laboratories, founded in 1979 and based in
Berkeley, Calif., has created sound solutions in the world’s
most prestigious venues, including concert halls, theaters,
arenas, stadiums, and houses of worship. Among the audio
industry’s foremost purveyors of acoustic systems, Meyer
Sound has received more than forty US and international
patents and numerous technology accolades, including
an R&D 100 Award.
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AVOLITES HELPS PRODUCE 3D VISUALS
FOR NEW HUAWEI WATCH AD
A new ad for the Huawei Watch used
projection mapping powered by
Avolites Ai S4 servers.
Boomerang
Television
was
commissioned to create the new
watch
commercial,
featuring
a
dancer who moves in time to his own
heartbeat, which is being monitored
and displayed by the device. Dylan
Wyn Davies, executive producer
at Boomerang approached UKbased Rhodri Shaw, now director of
Transition Video Ltd, to create the 3D
visuals and projection mapping.
“Boomerang wanted 3D visuals
that went in time with the music,
accelerating and slowing down,
representing the heartbeat BPM
monitor feature on the watch,” says
Shaw. “I brought in Kaine Van Riel
from Made Up Ltd to create custom
4k resolution content for the film.”
The team decided to use an
unfinished underground theatre in a
secret location in central London for
the shoot.
“We laser measured up the theatre
to the cm, and Kaine created a 3D
model within 3DS Max, which we
then imported into an Avolites Ai S4
media server, using a second S4 for
backup,” explains Shaw.
Ai’s Technical Support expert Arran
Rothwell Eyre assisted with the
preparation and was on-site for the
shoot. “The model created by Kaine
was very accurate, which allowed us
to make good use of the Automap
feature in Ai to greatly speed up the
mapping process, which could have
otherwise been very complex,” he
says.
Shaw continues: “I chose Ai for this
project as I wanted to see what the
machine was capable of. I attended a
two-day training course with Arran at
Avolites and then went straight into
this project the following week. I was
blown away by the power of the Ai S4
and it’s user-friendly interface.”
The Ai S4 offers 4 display port/DVI
outputs with unlimited layers per
fixture group, with top spec, fully
featured Miami licences. Hardware
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includes the latest generation motherboards supporting PCI-Express
Generation 3.0, AMD Gen 3 Graphics Cards and the fastest hardware RAID
controller and SATA3 6 Gbit/sec drives.
In terms of projectors, Bedford-based Video Design supplied 2 x Barco FLMHD20 20,000 ANSI Video Projectors. Panalux supplied the lighting. The Ai
systems were provided by RES.
The Chinese electronics manufacturer’s smartwatch - which rivals the Apple
Watch - features a fully circular AMOLED display with a high resolution of
400x400 pixels, and communicates with both Android and iOS smartphones.

PRODUCT INNOVATIONS

Elation
launches new
Emulation
Touch lighting
controller for
tablets

By Elation Professional
www.elationlighting.com
Elation Professional has introduced its new
generation lighting controller, Emulation Touch.
By turning a tablet into a lighting console, the user
acquires full DMX control of moving heads, LED
lights, conventional lighting and special effects.
The Emulation Touch is designed exclusively for use
with the Cuety app, the intuitive Emulation Touch
programmer software. Available now for iPad from
the Apple App Store and available soon for Android
tablets from the Android™ app store, the Cuety user
interface enables users to take full advantage of a
tablet’s mobility and multi-touch display.
Two hardware interface versions are available –
Emulation Touch 1 and Emulation Touch 2. The
Emulation Touch devices contain the engine that
runs a show, calculates fade times and renders
dynamic effects. A standard cuelist-based system for
control of up to 64 fixtures with 64 playbacks and 48
cues per playback, it includes a built-in FX generator
and fixture library.
Both versions include an RJ45 Ethernet port for ArtNet and Streaming ACN (sACN) protocol, as well
as an optically isolated DMX-512 port. Emulation
Touch 1 is designed for entertainment lighting
applications while Emulation Touch 2 is designed
for fixed installations and offers extra protocols like
OSC, UDP, TCP and HTTP. These protocols enable
users to connect to a wide range of third party
control systems and show controllers, as well as
apps like TouchOSC.

ETC unveils
ColorSource
ThruPower
to manage
LED solutions

By ETC (Electronic Theatre Controls)
www.etcconnect.com
ETC has developed the ColorSource ThruPower cabinet for 230V lighting systems to help manage
LED technology and give customers a relay and dimmer on every one of the cabinet’s 12 or 24
circuits.
Changing settings from switched to dimmed power, or vice versa, can be done locally with the
cabinet’s user-friendly interface, while remote configurations are possible with integrated Remote
Device Management (RDM) functionality. Customers can also expand the cabinet’s capabilities by
adding DIN-rail accessories – such as Ethernet, Echo Control Stations or Mosaic Show Controllers
-- for added system functionality.
ColorSource ThruPower helps transition lighting systems between tungsten and LED on a daily or
weekly basis. “Smaller venues and installations are very motivated to upgrade their lighting rigs
to LED and moving lights, but they may not initially have the budget for it,” explains ETC Senior
Product Manager Erik Larsen. “The ColorSource ThruPower provides the right kind of infrastructure
that small systems need to support new – as well as old – technology.”
Smaller systems will also benefit from the simplicity of designing with a single-contact input -for single-look playback – and patchable DMX512-A technology. In addition, its fan-free, quiet
operation allows it to be conveniently installed backstage and on catwalks and flyways in small
spaces where noise and space can be an issue.
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Extron
introduces
DTP
CrossPoint 86
4K scaling
matrix
switcher

By Extron Electronics
www.extron.com
Extron Electronics is introducing the DTP CrossPoint 86 4K, a presentation matrix switcher featuring
an 8x6 I/O configuration. It is part of the DTP CrossPoint 4K Series, which provides 10x8, 8x6, 8x4,
and 8x2 I/O sizes to suit a wide range of applications.
This highly versatile series of products delivers all of the technologically advanced capabilities
necessary to design and integrate an advanced AV system in one product. This includes a matrix
switcher with 4K inputs and outputs, built-in 4K scalers powered by Extron Vector 4K scaling
technology, seamless switching and logo insertion, integrated DTP and XTP signal extension,
comprehensive audio DSP and AEC capabilities unmatched in the industry, a high performance
mono or stereo amplifier, and an advanced control processor that is uniquely expandable. The DTP
CrossPoint 4K Series greatly simplifies system design and installation, and dramatically reduces total
cost of ownership.
“The availability of an additional matrix size in the DTP CrossPoint 4K Series gives integrators greater
flexibility in choosing the I/O configuration that best suits each AV system,” says Casey Hall, Vice
President of Sales and Marketing for Extron. “The powerful capabilities and versatility of the DTP
CrossPoint switchers streamline integration of essential AV system components for use in a wide
range of environments.”
The DTP CrossPoint 86 4K includes four built-in scalers, powered by Extron Vector 4K scaling
technology, that are paired to the DTP outputs and enable independent scaling up to 4K. The
exclusive Vector 4K scaling engine is specifically designed with best-in-class image upscaling
and downscaling, and it embodies a new set of image processing algorithms that deliver
uncompromising performance with 30-bit precision processing. The DTP twisted pair inputs and
outputs provide extraordinary flexibility in distributing AV and control. They can be used to connect
to any display with an HDBaseT input, or tie into a centralized, facility-wide XTP System to add
local room-based AV systems. Customize any presentation using the professional source transition
effects, or insert a custom logo into the foreground of the scaled output video.

Extron ships
4K HDMI matrix
switchers in
three new sizes

By Extron Electronics
www.extron.com
Extron Electronics announces the immediate availability of the DXP 88 HD 4K,
DXP 84 HD 4K, and DXP 44 HD 4K, the latest models in the DXP HD 4K Series of
high performance HDMI matrix switchers. These 4K, fixed I/O matrix switchers
are HDCP compliant, and support data rates to 10.2 Gbps, Deep Color up to 12
bit, 3D, and HD lossless audio formats.
Extron technologies such as SpeedSwitch, Key Minder, and EDID Minder
ensure dependable system operation with exceptional switching speeds
and reliable communication between connected devices. To maintain signal
integrity over long distances, the DXP HD 4K Series provides automatic cable
equalization on all inputs, and output reclocking to reshape and restore video
signal timing at each HDMI output.
The 8x8, 8x4, and 4x4 matrix switchers also feature built in audio de embedding,
enabling digital audio from any input to be assigned to the digital or analog
stereo outputs for streamlined integration. The DXP HD 4K Series is ideal for
use in applications that require reliable, high performance routing of digital
video and digital or analog audio signals in professional AV environments.
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Extron
releases three
Architectural
Mounting
products

By Extron Electronics
www.extron.com
Extron Electronics has introduced three new Architectural Mounting products designed
specifically for the pro AV market. SMB 110 Series Surface Mount Boxes are designed to
externally mount US gang size products on a tabletop, podium, or other presentation
furniture.
Available in sizes from one-gang through five-gang, SMB 100 surface mount boxes hold
products at an ergonomic angle for easy visibility and access. The EWB 212 External Wall Box
is a mounting solution for EU products, designed with sufficient depth to house faceplate
wiring as well as take in cable runs from a surface-mounted raceway or rear wall space.
The WBA 100 Wall and Box Adapter is a plate for surface- or box-mounting AV system
components, allowing AV equipment to be mounted directly on the surface or within a
Chief PAC526 wall box in close proximity of the display, making it ideal for installations with
a flat panel display or wall-mounted short throw projector.
“Consistently looking to system integrators for their input and insight, we have added
three new architectural mounting products geared specifically to meet the challenges
faced by professional AV integrators in the field,” says Casey Hall, Vice President of Sales and
Marketing for Extron. “The new products introduce

Sonos, Guvera
team up to
stream music
through home
speakers

By Sonos
www.sonos.com
Australian music streaming service Guvera is now available on Sonos across Southeast Asia,
enabling Guvera customers to listen to music on Sonos speakers in their home.
Sonos is a smart speaker system that uses WiFi to stream music. An app is used to access
the music and select where it is to be played.
Sonos is available to people in Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia, Philippines, Hong Kong and
Thailand, while Guvera has more than 14 million users and is available in over 20 markets.
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HK Audio enables
iPad to control
LUCAS NANO 608i
compact PA system

By HK Audio
www.hkaudio.com
HK Audio’s award-winning LUCAS NANO family of portable crossover
PAs is expanding with the LUCAS NANO 608i, the first high-end, allin-one system with an iPad-enabled wireless mixer and Bluetooth®
technology built in.
The eight-channel digital mixer integrated into LUCAS NANO 608i’s
subwoofer can be controlled in two ways: either directly on the 608i
itself using conventional knobs, or wirelessly via a free dedicated iPad
app, which opens up a vast new world of professional wireless mixing
options.
Signals are easily shaped with professional-grade features such as
fully parametric ‘drawable’ EQs, compressors and high-quality reverb
programs. All adjustments can be made in the more sophisticated
‘Expert Mode’ or in the intuitive ‘Easy Mode’, and then stored at will.
Weighing in at just 16.3kg, LUCAS NANO 608i’s chic looks and discreet
profile couple with crystal clear response and superior fullrange sounds
to make it the perfect PA for a huge variety of occasions and stages.
What’s more, the system’s extraordinary flexibility means it can be
deployed as a slim mono column, a classic stereo setup or as a twin
stereo system.
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Symetrix
introduces
Prism line of
digital signal
processing

By Symetrix Inc.
www.symetrix.co
Symetrix® has launched the Prism digital signal processing platform,
joining its line of Dante™-enabled DSPs to deliver cost-efficient, highpowered networked audio processing for a wide range of installed
sound applications.
Symetrix Prism is comprised of four products, varying only in I/O count
and form factor. Prism 4x4 features 4 inputs and 4 outputs, power over
Ethernet (PoE+), and a compact ½ rack format. Prism 8x8 (8 in, 8 out),
12x12 (12 in, 12 out) and 16x16 (16 in, 16 out) utilize an external power
supply along with a 1U form factor. DSP, analog audio, and converter
technologies are identical in all four products. Prism features the same
digital signal processing power, mic preamps and AD/DA converters
as Symetrix’ award-winning Radius and Edge products, delivering
exceptional sound quality, while providing expansion via 64 channels of
bi-directional Dante networking.
Integrators can customize, connect, and configure Prism using Symetrix
Composer, a highly-accoladed Windows®-based CAD program. Prism
can be controlled from Symetrix ARC wall panels, ARC-WEB browserbased interface and third-party touchscreens. An embedded web server
enables remote audio metering and diagnostics of Prism hardware. Prism
features an easy to read OLED display, while Symetrix ARC, Dante and
Ethernet ports are standard issue.
“We’re excited to announce the launch of Prism,” commented Dane
Butcher, founder and CEO of Symetrix. “The Prism line-up enables more
users to join the Dante ecosystem as it provides a straightforward
audio DSP solution that is flexible and cost-effective for all manner of
installations – commercial, corporate, house of worship, education, and
government.”
Acknowledging what Mr. Butcher describes as “a dramatic increase” in
demand for Dante-based networking over the past couple of years, he
goes on to say “With Prism and compatible Symetrix I/O expanders and
control products, integrators can deliver high performance systems at
price points not even imaginable just a few short years ago. “
“Drawing on Symetrix’ forty-year history as an audio signal processing
innovator, Prism makes our award-winning DSP technology available
to an even greater audience,” Mr. Butcher concludes. “With openarchitecture flexibility, future expansion capability and top-notch sound
quality, we are confident that Prism will be a go-to component in the
integrator’s toolkit.”
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Extron launches
eBUS button panels

By Extron Electronics
www.extron.com
Extron Electronics has introduced the eBUS family of button
panels, which are fully-customizable AV system control interfaces
that utilize a unique digital bus architecture allowing for easy
control system expansion, greater design options, and future
upgrades. Button panels are connected to each other and an IPCP
Pro control processor with a single cable that carries both power
and communication.
This expandable design allows a button panel to be used as a
single user interface in a smaller system or combined with other
button panels and touchpanels when a more elaborate control
system is required.
The EBP 100 and EBP 200 eBUS Button Panels are part of the
growing eBUS family. These are two and three-gang pushbutton
control interfaces that perform a wide variety of AV system
functions such as display On/Off, input switching, volume control,
and much more. They feature dual-colored, backlit buttons that
provide easy operation in low-light environments and a volume
knob for smooth, precise volume adjustments. Two eBUS ports
are available for easy system expansion. The EBP 100 mounts in a
two-gang junction box, and the EBP 200 mounts in a three-gang
junction box. Included mud rings provide convenient mounting in
lecterns, tabletops, or other flat surfaces.

Klark Teknik
introduces
two network
modules
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By Klark Teknik
www.music-group.com/brand/klarkteknik/home
Klark Teknik has released two new network modules, the KT-USB and KT-AES50, both
compatible with the Klark Teknik DN9650 and DN9652 Network Bridges, and the Midas
NEUTRON-NB expansion module. Designed to deliver increased connectivity and exceptional
audio performance, the new modules expand Klark Teknik’s product portfolio.
The KT-USB is a class-compliant USB 2.0 Network Module and requires just a single USB cable
to connect to either a Mac or PC running any industry standard DAW software. A total of 48
bidirectional channels are available at 48 kHz and 24 bidirectional channels are available 96
kHz. Alternatively, the KT-AES50 module provides a dual port AES50 digital audio interface
which operates from the incoming AES50 clock or an external clock. Additionally, it features
up to 48 bidirectional channels and operates at 96 kHz and 48 kHz sample rates.
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